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Q17. Do you believe employing a team of authorising engineers [to manage water and ventilation systems] at a 
national level will improve access to this expertise for individual NHS boards, reduce risk and be more cost 
effective?  

Yes and this is the policy which HFS implement. 

Q18. Will the Scottish Government undertake a review of recently built facilities to assess their compliance with 
the appropriate installation, maintenance, decontamination and monitoring of vital systems? 

A. HFS work with boards that have recently completed major capital projects to ensure compliance with relevant
guidance.

Q19. Will the Scottish Government also undertake a review to ensure all high risk clinical areas, in both new and 
existing facilities, have the appropriate equipment for minimising infection? 

A. NHS boards are responsible for ensuring that they have the appropriate equipment for minimising infection, as
they are best placed to determine what equipment is required.

In our response to Q8, we made reference to the work to consider broader compliance and governance structures. 

Q8. Do you believe consideration should be given to greater monitoring by external bodies of NHS boards usage of 
HAISCRIBE, SCART and other risk assessment processes or do you believe the current process enables issues to be 
identified and where required improved? 

NHS boards should have appropriate control processes in place for these issues to be addressed, however, as detailed 
above, active consideration is currently being given to broader compliance and governance structures. 

4. Detail of every communication we have had with NHSL seeking assurances and their response – see attached
which includes the following:
 RHCYP.PDF – Original letter sent by HFS to NHS Lothian seeking and requesting assurance documents on 8

March
2019.

 010419L1 HFS…PDF – Response from NHS Lothian (Additional info was also provided on Disk) on 1 April
2019

 Susan Goldsmith…PDF – Letter issued last week (With Appendix 1…PDF) seeking information as well as
question set on 16 July 2019.

In essence, even before the current problems with the ventilation systems were known, in March HFS requested 
information from NHS Lothian on a broad range of engineering compliance issues (which covered nine main areas 
including ventilation, water, electrical, drainage, fire etc). While NHS Lothian confirmed that the engineering 
systems were in compliance, HFS thought there were a lot of assertions and were looking to gather more evidence 
to support the position that NHS Lothian were reporting. The issues at QEUH earlier this year became the focus of 
HFS during the first half of the year, so that evidence gathering had not progressed as quickly as we would want 
given the current position. 

The return in April included a letter from IHSL (page 19 of the attachment) which confirmed compliance on a wide 
range of issues with the project agreement (my emphasis ie project agreement not national standards/guidance). As 
the project agreement is contractual what IHSL was required to provide, it is not surprising, but there may be a focus 
on the distinction. 

5. Detail of every communication we have had with all boards since Jan seeking assurances on any building
related matter and the response –

 In January 2019, DG wrote to all Boards seeking assurances on plant rooms and ventilation systems. All
Boards responded to HFS (see attached) confirming that they were in compliance.
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 On 8 March 2019, Board Chief Executives were asked to ensure that all relevant aspects of the
Requirements and Recommendations contained in the QEUH report were implemented in their Boards as
standard practice. The DG letter and NHSL response are attached above.

 On 12 March, Malcolm Wright and CNO held a Teleconference with Board CEOs ‐ the meeting discussed
DG’s letter of 8 March, covering safety and cleanliness and the built environment.

 In June 2019, CNO wrote to Board CEOs and Chairs to reemphasis the importance of high standards of
building cleanliness, including plant rooms and an instruction to advise of compliance with the guidance.

6. When will NSS complete work re Dumfries and Orkney and on fire etc for Edinburgh sick kids – Fire report is
expected by Friday 11 October. No timeline for the D&G and Orkney work yet, but I expect HFS to provide a timeline
and also what other projects will be included in their review once they are finished at the Sick Kids.
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Director-General Health & Social Care and 

Chief Executive NHSScotland 

Paul Gray 

 

 



NHS Chief Executives 

Copy to Directors of Estates 

___ 
25 January 2019 

Dear Colleague 

Queen Elizabeth University Hospital – follow up actions 

This letter sets out actions following the meeting of the Strategic Facilities Group on 
Wednesday 23 January.  There are a number of controls that I would like you to confirm are 
in place and working effectively: 

 All plant rooms must be secure and have adequate access controls in place at all times;
 All plant rooms maintained clean and free of vermin;
 Standard Operating Procedures for the management of plant rooms are in place and

being followed;
 All critical ventilation systems inspected and maintained in line with ‘Scottish Health

Technical Memorandum 03-01: Ventilation for healthcare premises’.

I have asked Health Facilities Scotland to co-ordinate the responses and would ask that you 
reply to  copied to  by Friday 1 February. 

In addition to these control measures, the Strategic Facilities Group has undertaken to share 
best practice on relevant Standard Operating Procedures and anti-pest management. The 
Ventilation Group, which reports direct to the Scottish Engineering and Technology Advisory 
Group (SETAG), is also considering urgently whether SHTM 03-01 needs to be revised and 
updated in view of recent developments.  I will ensure that you are kept in touch with any 
changes to that. 

Yours sincerely 

Paul Gray 
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Question 1: All plant rooms 
must be secure and have 
adequate access controls in 
place at all times
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Question 2: All plant rooms 
maintained clean and free of 
vermin

                    

Question 3: Standard 
Operating Procedures for the 
management of plant rooms 
are in place and being followed

                    

Question 4: All critical 
ventilation systems inspected 
and maintained in line with 
‘Scottish Health Technical 
Memorandum 03-01: 
Ventilation for healthcare 
premises’. 

                    

Additional Information 
Provided:     

Summary Status
(Given response)

Assurance Control Questions – Ventilation Systems
Summary of Responses – 01 February 2019
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NHS LOTHIAN 

Assessment of Position against Recommendations and Requirements Contained in the Healthcare Environment Inspectorate Report on the Queen Elizabeth  
University Hospital.   

Requirement NHS Lothian  Position 
Requirement  1 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must improve the governance 
arrangements in both estates and infection prevention control teams to 
assure themselves of safe patient care in line with Scottish Government’s 
guidance, NHS Scotland Health Boards and Special Health Boards – Blueprint 
for Good Governance (2019) (see page 10).  
 

• There are links through Pan Lothian Infection Control Committee 
and Domestic Managers & Infection Prevention Control Managers 
forum – both are quarterly meetings. In addition Facilities have 
representation on Lothian Infection Control Advisory Committee.  

• There are local site based infection control committees and the 
Health and Social Care Partnership & Royal Edinburgh Hospital 
Infection Control Committee that report into the Pan Lothian 
Infection Control Committee. 

• Areas we wish to increase governance in are the sharing of 
information at the more operational level. The Infection Control 
team are developing HAI Dashboards in Tableaux. 

• Work is in progress to develop a facilities services intranet resource 
to share Standard Operating Procedures and Guidance  

Requirement  2 
Boards must ensure functioning negative pressure isolation rooms are 
available in the hospital in line with Healthcare Facilities Scotland, Scottish 
Health Planning Note 04.  
(a) Where these are not available, staff are provided with clear guidance on 
how to manage a situation where a patient would require this type of 
isolation. 8.1 and 6.5 priority 1  
(b) Staff in ID will be reminded of facilities available for admission of patients 
with infectious diseases of high consequence  
 

• We have mechanical ventilation that provides isolation rooms in a 
number of hospitals, including sites under the control of PfI partners 
and Estates. They are following relevant guidance to ensure 
functionality.  

• We are reviewing all our arrangements for negative pressure 
systems and Estates are developing a comprehensive register and 
template of rooms and a system by which information can be shared 
with relevant stakeholders and therefore checks can be interrogated 
more robustly. 

 
Requirement  3 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must ensure all staff involved in the running 
of water are clearly informed of their roles and responsibilities in this and a 
clear and accurate record is kept to allow early identification of any water 

• Domestic staff undertake daily flushing, this should significantly 
reduce risk associate with concern around infrequently used outlets, 
the process however is under review to ensure practice is 
undertaken in a consistent manner. 
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outlets that are not being run 

• Facilities and ICN have undertaken an evaluation of the proposed
draft on pseudomonas A. Testing and has developed an SBar
including evaluation of costs. It has done sampling in a number of
sites, and would recommend its introduction for vulnerable client
groups.

Requirement  4 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must ensure all clinical areas across comply 
with the current national guidance in relation to the use of bladeless fans  

• HPS information was circulated – advice was given to remove
bladeless fans. These should only be used in exceptional
circumstances subject to documented local risk assessment. There is
work ongoing to make the local risk assessments more robust.

Requirement  5 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must ensure that information on the 
expressed breast milk recording charts is in line with national guidance. This 
will ensure that the storage of expressed breast milk is managed in a way 
that reduces the risk to patients.  

• No significant issues identified in relation to this in Lothian. There is
an SOP for Expressed Breast Milk which is due for review in June
2019.  Communication will be reinforced on release of updated SOP.

Requirement  6  
Is there a strategy that ensures the environment in the emergency 
department is clean and patient equipment is clean and ready for use to 
ensure infection prevention and control can be maintained?  

• There will be challenges in addressing some of the findings of the
reports- based on footfall in ED, the diversity of a challenging patient
(and public) population who access ED. We will review domestic
resources and as appropriate increase frequencies of cleaning
(floors, public toilets, and hand gel dispensers).

• NHS Lothian Cleaning matrix is under review with and options
appraisal see requirement 7.

Requirement  7 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must ensure the patient environment, and 
patient equipment, is clean and ready for use to reduce the risk of cross 
infection  

• A short life working group (led by Lead IPCN) developed an options
appraisal paper for NHS Lothian to consider how nursing time might
be released to care, and how equipment cleaning activity might be
more effectively achieved. The final options appraisal is due to go to
April Directors of Nursing Group for consideration. Additional
domestic resource is one of the options for consideration in this
paper.

• Additional resource implications for domestic services for the new
RHSC and DCN building have been considered- additional staff hours
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have been made available.  
 

Requirement  8  
The board must ensure that domestic cleaning schedules are signed as 
complete by domestic supervisors with evidence and satisfaction that the 
domestic cleaning has been completed as detailed within the cleaning 
schedule  
 

• There is a schedule and protocol presented and signed of by the 
supervisor. For assurance purposes Facilities will undertake an audit 
for compliance. 

Requirement  9 
The board must ensure domestic staff have the necessary equipment to 
perform their cleaning duties, to keep the environment clean and safe  
 

 
• Processes are in place to ensure domestic services have a good 

compliment of resources to carry out there duties.   

Requirement  10 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde must provide staff with suitable and 
functioning domestic services rooms to minimise the risk of cross 
contamination from the disposal of soiled water after cleaning regime  
 

• Some buildings have DSR which are sub optimal due to the age and 
lay out of the building (e.g. WGH, RHSC) – there is limited scope to 
improve this. 

• However no issues identified to IPCT in Lothian but as a precaution 
facilities will carry out ‘toolbox talks’ for domestics re disposal of 
soiled water. 

Requirement  11 
The board  senior management must ensure all staff are aware of the 
correct cleaning method for cleaning hand wash basins and that the correct 
cleaning products are used to clean all sanitary fittings in line with current 
national guidance  
 

 
• Routine use of chlorine 1000ppm av chlorine has been explicitly 

communicated by IPCT and Domestic services managers.  
• However it has been an issue that has been identified by HEI 

Inspectorate during visits to Acute hospitals in NHS Lothian 
• As a result of HEI reports NHS Lothian undertook ‘Tool box’ talks 

with staff. These will continue to reinforce/refresh this message to 
domestics 
 

Requirement  12 
The board must ensure that the built environment is effectively monitored 
to ensure it is maintained to allow effective cleaning to ensure effective 
infection prevention and control 

• A mixed methods approach is used – paper based records, ward 
diaries, domestics and estates electronic reporting system. 

• There is currently no electronic interface between estates electronic 
log for issues and the National Facilities Monitoring Tool Framework.   
Estates are working with clinical teams to streamline the process for 
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a more robust electronic maintenance management system. 
Requirement  13  
The Board must ensure the estates reporting system is reliable and effective 
and acted on. Staff should also be informed of timescales for completion. 

• As part of governance review NHS Lothian will address compliance 
with reporting systems and reporting back to staff works 
completions. 

Requirement  14 
The board must ensure that ventilation panels are cleaned 
 

• NHS Lothian has a monitoring schedule in place but we acknowledge 
this does not in itself give assurance. Access can also be an issue as 
many are in close proximity to occupied beds. NHS Lothian will work 
to improve this. 

Recommendation a 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde should ensure that access to audit 
information is not person dependent to ensure the continuity of the audit 
programme  
 
 
 

 
• The IPCT have undertaken a review of the audit programme – the 

revised programme specifically does NOT include reporting of 
aggregated scores and more clearly highlights areas of non 
compliance of highest risk. The IPC audit also reports individual 
rather than aggregated data.  

• Audits are reported through an electronic system which is accessible 
to the clinical teams. 
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Chief Nursing Officer Directorate 
Fiona McQueen, Chief Nursing Officer 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
NHS Board Chief Executives 
 
Copy : NHS Board Chairs 
  
___ 
6 June 2019 
 
 
Dear Colleagues  
 
Safety and Cleanliness of Hospitals: Managing the Risk of Contamination of 
Ventilation Systems by Fungi from Bird Droppings  
 
On 21 December 2018, Health Protection Scotland informed the Scottish Government of two 
cases of Cryptococcus neoformans in the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, NHS Greater 
Glasgow and Clyde.  
 
This outbreak was one of the issues that led to the establishment of an Independent Review 
of the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, commissioned by Jeane Freeman MSP, Cabinet 
Secretary for Health and Sport, in January 2019. In March 2019, NSS Health Facilities 
Scotland issued interim guidance to all health boards on ‘Managing the Risk of 
Contamination of Ventilation Systems by Fungi from Bird Droppings’, which is attached. 
 
On 2 June 2019, The Sun on Sunday published an article and pictures of a plant room at 
Gartnavel Hospital, NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde, which was found to be covered in 
pigeon droppings. 
 
I would like to re-emphasise to you all that adhering to the highest standards of building 
cleanliness, including in plant rooms, is a required action. Please note and confirm you are 
complying with the guidance by replying to  by 21 June 2019. If this 
deadline presents problems, I would be grateful if you could contact that address. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiona McQueen   
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Chair   Professor Elizabeth Ireland 
Chief Executive  Colin Sinclair 

NHS National Services Scotland is the common name of the Common 
Services Agency for the Scottish Health Service. 

Health Facilities Scotland 
Meridian Court 
5 Cadogan Street 
Glasgow 
G2 6QE 
Telephone 0141 207 1600 
www.nhsnss.org  

Susan Goldsmith 
NHS Lothian  
Director of Finance 
Waverly Gate 
2-4 Waterloo Place
Edinburgh
EH1 3EG

Date 16/07/2019 
Your Ref 
Our Ref 

Enquiries to  
Extension  
Direct Line  
Email  

Dear Susan, 

HFS & HPS review of the NHS Lothian Royal Hospital for Children and Young People 

Further to our meeting on 11th July 2019, I can confirm that we have now agreed a commission to 
review the technical aspects relating to the RHCYP. The initial scope of the review will focus on the 
Water, Ventilation and Drainage systems as these relate to the main HAI Built Environment Risks. 
The review will also have a specific focus on the Clinical Neurosciences area, notwithstanding the 
work across the wider campus. 

I have attached an initial question set in Appendix 1 and would request that this is reviewed with the 
necessary evidence and response submitted to  at by 
close of business on Friday 19th July. I appreciate the timescale is short, but we are all working to 
support a successful and safe migration as quickly as possible. 

The question set reflects the assurance request letter issued from Health Facilities Scotland to the 
Chief Executive of NHS Lothian and subsequent response by NHS Lothian on the 08 March 2019 and 
01 April 2019 respectively. These questions have been further refined based on our discussion, initial 
site visit and learning elsewhere across the health systems.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

JIM MILLER 
Director, Procurement, Commissioning & Facilities, NSS 
Senior Responsible Officer RHCYP review group, NSS 

Attachment: Appendix 1 – Question Set 

cc:  Gordon James HFS 
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Health Facilities Scotland and Health Protection Scotland 

Review 

RHCYP Edinburgh 

July 2019 

Document required for review 

NOTE: the focus of these initial questions are on water, ventilation, drainage and HAI. 

Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

1. NHS Lothian ACR
2. Original contract
3. Any amendments to contract
4. Settlement agreement
5. HAI SCRIBE (all iterations)
6. Contractor MEP design proposal
7. Contractor M design specifications
8. Contractor E design specifications
9. Contractor P design specifications
10. Derogations schedule (and detail)
11. Contractor competency checks by NHS L
12. Sub-Contractor competency checks by

Contractor
13. Design drawings (M)
14. Design drawings (E)
15. Design drawings (P)
16. RDD schedule
17. Contract instructions
18. Sub-contractor deviations from design (M) 
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

19.  Sub-contractor deviations from design (E)      
20.  Sub-contractor deviations from design (P)      
21.  Sub-contractor drawings (M)      
22.  Sub-contractor drawings (E)      
23.  Sub-contractor drawings (P)      
24.  Commissioning documentation (M)      
25.  Commissioning documentation (E)      
26.  Commissioning documentation (P)      
27.  Contract supervisor progress reports      
28.  Independent tester progress reports      
29.  Independent tester validation reports      
30.  Independent tester completion 

certificates 
     

31.  NHS L independent validation test 
certificates and supporting documentation 

     

32.  As installed drawings (M)      ZUTEC access? 
33.  As installed drawings (E)     ZUTEC access? 
34.  As installed drawings (P)     ZUTEC access? 
35.  NHS L Project risk register      
36.  NHS L schedule of unresolved issues      
37.  NHS L technical advisors reports      
38.  NHS L IPC team records      
39.  Paymech (payment mechanism)      
40.  Confirmation that FM contractor has 

competent staff in place 
     

41.  Confirmation that FM contractor has 
AE/AP and CP in place 

     

42.  PPM schedules      
43.  Contractor critical care vent proposal      
44.  HAI SCRIBE associated with vent proposal      
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

45. Unresolved snagging schedule
46. Schedule of known issues post completion
47. NHS L water management plan
48. Contractor water management plan
49. Provide comprehensive timeline of water

system indicating when system was
pressure tested, initially filled, dried and
refilled, water treatment added,
commissioning, handover and water
management routines.

50. Test results and certificates for incoming
water

51. Test results and certificates for water
tanks

52. Test results and certificates for hot and
cold pipe work

53. Test results and certificates for hot water
system

54. Water treatment test results and
certification

55. Contractors pre handover risk assessment
56. Water system handover documentation
57. Evidence of any issues with water system

during construction or handover
58. Extent of flexible hose installations
59. Commissioning documentation for flexible

hose installations
60. Pressure testing records
61. O&M instructions for water system 

including any recommendations for PPM 
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

62.  Specification for water services pipe work      
63.  Records of pipe work inspection during 

construction 
     

64.  NHS L initial water risk assessment      
65.  Authorising Engineer (water) initial audit 

with recommendations 
     

66.  Appointment letters for Competent 
Persons (water) 

     

67.  Appointment letters for Authorised 
Persons (water) 

     

68.  Appointment letters for  
Designated Person (water) 
Responsible Person (water) 
Deputy Responsible Persons (water) 

     

69.  Training records for all AP(W) and CP(W)      
70.  Minutes of all water safety group 

meetings  
     

71.  Results of any organisms found and water 
treatment to eradicate same 

     

72.  Cold water temperature records (system)      
73.  Hot water temperature records (system)      
74.  Tap temperature records (mixed, hot, 

cold) 
     

75.  Main filtration system PPM      
76.  Water storage tank turnover versus 

storage volume 
     

77.  Competency of company and individuals 
carrying out risk assessment 

     

78.  Details of PPM water systems      
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

79.  Details of chemical treatments on any part 
of the water system post hand over 

     

80.  Details of thermal treatments on any part 
of the water system post hand over 

     

81.  Details of testing regime (frequency, for 
which organisms, TVC results, organism 
results etc) 

     

82.  Details of company taking water samples, 
training records, methodology. 

     

83.   Provide details of all sanitary ware types 
(including taps, clinical wash hand basins 
and showers) 

     

84.  Children hospital commissioning results 
for taps 

     

85.  PPM records for taps      
86.  Drop tests for taps      
87.  Children hospital commissioning results 

for taps 
     

88.  PPM records for taps      
89.  Drop tests for taps      
90.  Children hospital commissioning results 

for showers 
     

91.  Confirm all shower hose lengths meet the 
requirements of SHTM 04-01 part A 
paragraph 9.54 

     

92.  PPM records for showers      
93.  Drop tests for showers      
94.  Details on all shower types      
95.  Records for shower hose and head 

replacements since handover 
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

96. Design brief for requirements including
dimensions

97. Details of what has been installed
98. Records of PPM
99. Records of any organisms found and

treatment to eradicate.
100. Point of Use Filters Cleaning regime
101. Point of use Filters Replacement regime
102. Ventilation commissioning certification
103. Theatre ventilation validation certification
104. Details of control system and operational

parameters for switching UCV theatre to
conventional mode

105. Isolation room validation certification
106. AHU drawings and specifications
107. Air conditioning plant commissioning

certification
108. BMS certification
109. Fire damper test certificates
110. Recent Calidus Health and Safety Report
111. Details of all water meters
112. Details of all water valves (all sizes)
113. Details of above ground drainage

systems(s)
114. Details of below ground drainage system
115. Test certificates for above ground

drainage system
116. Test certificates for below ground 

drainage 
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Ref Document Date 
requested 

Date 
received 

Electronic or 
hard copy 

Filed Comments 

117. NHS L response to HFS “bird dropping “ 
Guidance 

     

118. Details of vermin control measures       
119. Operational protocol to protect vulnerable 

patients when a helicopter is 
landing/taking off.  

     

120. Formal training records for all NHS L and 
FM Contractor staff. 

     

121. CDM File      
122. Can access be provided (read only) to 

ZUTEC for members of HFS/HPS team 
     

123. Confirm the level of involvement of NHS L 
Infection Control at the following stages of 
the project: 
ACR 
Project Agreement 
Side Agreement 
Commissioning  
Handover 

     

124. Confirm the derogation from 100% single 
side rooms and confirm how the decision 
was arrived at. 

     

125. Confirm compliance with HPS SBAR 
regarding flooding issue. 
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From: RANKIN, Annette (NHS NATIONAL SERVICES SCOTLAND)
Sent: 05 August 2019 14:21
To: STORRAR, Ian (NHS NATIONAL SERVICES SCOTLAND)
Subject: Fwd: In confidence:FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on 

Glasgow QEH- RHCYP 

Sensitivity: Confidential

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Guthrie, Lindsay"  
Date: 5 August 2019 at 13:14:18 BST 
To: "'RANKIN, Annette (NHS NATIONAL SERVICES SCOTLAND)'" 

 
Subject: In confidence:FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald 
Article on Glasgow QEH- RHCYP  

Annette 
This email chain relates to a difference of opinion about the ‘involvement’ of IPCT in the project and 
hand over as part of settlement.  

I had advised that IPCT had not completed the stage 4 SCRIBE at the time of settlement, or indeed at 
March 2019 – Fiona summarised that discussion and our position at the time. This is subsequent 
email trail. 

Regards 
Lindsay 

From: Guthrie, Lindsay  
Sent: 18 March 2019 09:47 
To: Little, Kerryann; Inverarity, Donald 
Cc: Cameron, Fiona; Sutherland, Sarah;  
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Yes that will be ok for me 
Lindsay 

From: Little, Kerryann  
Sent: 18 March 2019 09:34 
To: Inverarity, Donald 
Cc: Guthrie, Lindsay; Cameron, Fiona; Sutherland, Sarah;  
Subject: FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 
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Thanks Donald 

I have discussed with Alex.  Alex has suggested Wednesday 20th March at 1130.  

I have copied this email to Lindsay, Fiona and Sarah so they can also confirm if they can 
attend. 

Thanks 
Kal 

Kerryann Little 
PA to Professor Alex McMahon 
Executive Director, Nursing, Midwifery and AHPs 
Executive Lead for REAS and Prison Healthcare 
NHS Lothian|2 ‐ 4 Waterloo Place|Edinburgh|EH1 3EG|Tel  

From: McMahon, Alex  
Sent: 18 March 2019 09:28 
To: Little, Kerryann 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Could we do later on Wed? Say the afternoon?

Professor Alex McMahon 
Executive Director, Nursing, Midwifery and Allied Healthcare Professionals 
Executive Lead, REAS and Prison Healthcare 
NHS Lothian 
email:  
Mobile:  

From: Little, Kerryann  
Sent: 18 March 2019 09:26 
To: McMahon, Alex 
Subject: FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Alex 

See below from Donald – Do you want me to organise this for another dates/time.  Finding 2 hours 
in your diary soon is going to prove tricky!   

Thanks 
Kal 

Kerryann Little 
PA to Professor Alex McMahon 
Executive Director, Nursing, Midwifery and AHPs 
Executive Lead for REAS and Prison Healthcare 
NHS Lothian|2 ‐ 4 Waterloo Place|Edinburgh|EH1 3EG|Tel  
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From: Inverarity, Donald  
Sent: 15 March 2019 16:03 
To: Little, Kerryann 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Kal, 
Probably at 9am but there is an Incident Management Team Meeting being chaired by Public Health 
at 11am about an issue at a community dental practice that I need to participate in and 2 hours may 
not be long enough for the walk round of the whole building. We would also need the input of Sarah 
Sutherland and Lindsay Guthrie (or deputy) from the Infection Control Nurses. 
Thanks 
Donald 

From: Little, Kerryann  
Sent: 15 March 2019 15:50 
To: Inverarity, Donald 
Subject: FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Donald 

Following on from below, would you be able to do a walk round with Alex on Wednesday 
20th March @ 0900am? 

Thanks 
Kal 

Kerryann Little 
PA to Professor Alex McMahon 
Executive Director, Nursing, Midwifery and AHPs 
Executive Lead for REAS and Prison Healthcare 
NHS Lothian|2 ‐ 4 Waterloo Place|Edinburgh|EH1 3EG|Tel  

From: McMahon, Alex  
Sent: 15 March 2019 15:48 
To: Little, Kerryann 
Subject: Re: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Could we look at next Wed morning if I don't do the budget sign off? 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the EE network. 

From: Little, Kerryann 
Sent: Friday, 15 March 2019 3:41 PM 
To: McMahon, Alex 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- RHCYP 

Hi Alex 

How quickly do you need this? 

Thanks 
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Kal 

Kerryann Little 
PA to Professor Alex McMahon 
Executive Director, Nursing, Midwifery and AHPs 
Executive Lead for REAS and Prison Healthcare 
NHS Lothian|2 ‐ 4 Waterloo Place|Edinburgh|EH1 3EG|Tel  

From: McMahon, Alex  
Sent: 15 March 2019 15:40 
To: Inverarity, Donald 
Cc: Little, Kerryann 
Subject: Re: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP KAL TO ORGANISE  
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Thank you. It's all a bit of an education for me but I agree a wak around with the 'interested 
' parties would help being us all to hopefully an agreed place. Will get set up. 

KAL can we pick up on Monday please. 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the EE network. 

From: Inverarity, Donald 
Sent: Friday, 15 March 2019 3:34 PM 
To: McMahon, Alex 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- RHCYP 

Dear Alex, 
Thanks for letting me see this. 
The pdf attachment relates primarily to the decisions around the design of the building and its 
ventilation. Janette Rae (Richards) was heavily involved in that planning and design process as 
outlined by Brian. She did often contact me for my advice when she had questions about the design 
or ventilation when she required another opinion and I think we all agree there was active 
involvement by the Infection Control team in the design and planning process. 
With regards to point 2 about water quality for clarity my comment that there was no further 
communication had been there was no further communication after receiving the e‐mail from 
Ronnie (which was the one I had sent you). Perhaps I could have been clearer in that email that the 
person best placed to answer the question, “whether the presence of Psedomonas species is an 
indicator of future risk of Pseudomonas Aeuriginosa” is the Authorising Engineer for Water 
and not me as infection control doctor/medical microbiologist as it is a question about 
water and environmental microbiology and that strictly is not part of my training as a 
medical microbiologist. I had suggested contacting Alan Hambridge to answer that 
particular question as I believed he was still the NHS Lothian Authorising Engineer for 
Water. Alan replied to Ronnie promptly on 21st Feb to advise that he was no longer 
contracted by NHS Lothian to provide such advice. At that point I was no longer included in 
any e‐mail communication regarding how this had been resolved. (Having met John Bryson 
at the DCN IMT on Wednesday I believe he and Westfield Caledonian were then 
involved.)  So that is the context of the comment that there was “no further 
communication.” It is reassuring from Brian’s e‐mail that corrective work seems to have 
currently dealt with the Legionella  water contamination issues but I still don’t know where 
in the building they occurred. I was told they were not in an augmented care area but I had 
been hoping for more specific information about the location(s) to be able to assess the 
clinical risk once the building is occupied.  
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Regarding point 3 about windows in the isolation rooms not being able to open. I’m very 
pleased if that’s no longer the case but the room Ewan, Lindsay and myself were shown had 
a window that opened when we were there in December 2018 and it wasn’t in a lobby but 
the actual patient room. 
Regarding theatre ventilation validation Point 4. I’m glad there is an independent validation of these 
results although when the new theatres were commissioned at SJH in 2017 we were issued with a 
clear validation report that assured us all was well and functional (attached as an example of the 
sort of document we were hoping to receive). This is in line with SHTM 03‐01 where it states the 
IPCT can legitimately request the validation report when a theatre is commissioned. I’ve pasted the 
relevant section from SHTM 03‐01 below: 

Ventilation system commissioning/validation report 
8.64 Following commissioning and/or validation a full report detailing the findings should 
be produced. The system will only be acceptable to the client if at the time of validation it 
is considered fit for purpose and will only require routine maintenance in order to remain 
so for its projected life.  
8.65 The report shall conclude with a clear statement as to whether the ventilation 
system achieved or did not achieve the required standard. A copy of the report should 
be lodged with the following groups: 
˜ the user department;

˜ infection control (where required);

˜ estates and facilities.

I’ve spoken with Sarah Sutherland this afternoon and both of us would welcome the 
opportunity to assist with a walk round as news that the commissioning was complete 
and the building was now accepted by NHS Lothian had been a surprise to us both. 

Best wishes 
Donald 
From: McMahon, Alex  
Sent: 15 March 2019 12:33 
To: Inverarity, Donald 
Subject: Fw: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Donald, just sending all for ease of communicating. Do you want to read and then we can 
agree how best to square the circle on getting is all agreed on our position. 

Alex 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the EE network. 

From: Goldsmith, Susan  
Sent: Thursday, 14 March 2019 2:40 PM 
To: McMahon, Alex; Gillies, Tracey 
Cc: Crombie, Jim 
Subject: FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- RHCYP 

Alex/Tracey 

Response from Brian, clearly some frustration (sorry!), but happy to follow up as required. As will 
Brian be 
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Susan 

From: Currie, Brian    
Sent: 14 March 2019 13:30 
To: Goldsmith, Susan   
Cc: Crombie, Jim   
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH‐ 
RHCYP 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Susan 

Thanks for passing on further correspondence from Alex and Donald Inverarity. 

I respond to various points contained in numerous recent emails as follows: 

1 Infection Control involvement in the project 

I reiterate my email of 12/03/19 at 8.06 and 12/03/19 at 10.09 with further 
clarification in yellow: 

On further reading of the chain of emails from Lindsay Guthrie to Alex can we just 
advise that Sarah Jane Sutherland, Lead HAI Scribe Advisor, and IPCN Emma 
Collett last visited the project on Monday 28th January, 2019 at 9.15am. 

The purpose of this visit was to reassure Sarah Jane that Janette (recently retired 
HAI Scribe advisor) was fully involved in the room review process and in anticipation 
of an imminent completion or handover of the facility.  Janette was provided with the 
timetable for our first and second round of reviews and she chose which ones she 
wanted to attend.  To ensure a consistent approach was taken to the reviews a 
checklist of what to look at was developed, which was discussed with Janette.  The 
project team have been consistently checking that previous observations made by 
them have been addressed and to identify any further observations that have 
occurred since the 2nd room reviews though to completion. 

A further meeting on 27th February with one of the project’s Commissioning 
Managers also took place to review previous documentation signed off by Janette 
Richards. 
However, it is accepted that given the uncertainty of the actual completion date, to 
almost the day before it occurred, ICPT were not involved in the actual day of 
completion. It is worth emphasising that patients will not occupy the facility until 9th 
July, 2019. It is our intention to carry out a pre handover check when all construction 
activity by IHSL/MPX completes in June. 

We can confirm that the Board's Infection Control have been involved from the early 
stages in the project including competitive dialogue, evaluation of some parts of the 
submission; actively contributing with the clinical teams to the clinical area design 
development and approval process reviewing relevant specifications for items such 
as sanitary ware, flooring, vent coverings etc. 

We have been fortunate in that there has always been a nominated IPCN for 
Reprovision and they have been an integral part of the process participating in key 
meetings and, if they could not be present at meetings, taking the opportunity to 
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comment on meeting outputs where required and following up on issues in 
consultation with project and other clinical staff.  

Throughout each of the stages of the project they have provided expert advice on 
elements such as  isolation room design and functionality, room ventilation design, 
and HAI Scribe. 

They have also joined project team personnel in reviewing the rooms for adherence 
to design brief, quality of finish and functionality, (including ease of cleaning and 
compliance with SHTM and HEI guidance) and advised us on aspects of the building 
that they felt HEI inspectorate may consider during any future inspections. 

2 Water Quality 

Before updating you on the current water quality status on site we are at a loss to 
understand Donald’s comment that “there was no further communication”. The email 
attached to Donald’s email is clearly a response (text in red) from our Hard FM 
Commissioning Manager. Indeed, we have still to receive a response to our request 
from Donald on whether the presence of Psedomonas species is an indicator of 
future risk of Pseudomonas Aeuriginosa 

Current update is that all test results from latest full batch of sampling have come 
back clear for Legionella. Pseudomonas positives were found in 2 of 14 samples 
with elevated TVC counts, this from a total sample of 115. Further disinfection has 
taken place and the 14 elevated TVC locations will be re-sampled with results due 
by 20/03/19, until such times as these come back clear MPX are continuing with 
their responsibilities for water safety management. Further sampling will be carried 
out by Bouygues in the next 2 weeks once the current batch are all confirmed as 
clear and in addition there will be a further round of sampling at a time to be agreed 
prior to full operation. In the intervening period between the last two sampling 
exercises, Bouygues will implement a robust water management system involving 
flushing of little used outlets as per the positive obligation in the settlement 
agreement. It will be for the NHSL water safety management group to decide if this 
is enough reassurance as it complies with SHTM 04-01. 

3 Ventilation to Isolation Rooms 

All windows to isolation rooms and their lobbies are fixed pane windows (they do not 
open) except lobby 1-B1-033 which has been reported as a defect. I suspect Donald 
viewed room 1-B1-068 where works to correct an earlier identified defect were 
incomplete, this has now been resolved. 

4 Theatre Ventilation Validation 

Theatre ventilation commissioning, include cascade and UCV validation took place 
between October 2018 and February 2019 and all certificates and reports have been 
examined and verified by Arcadis as Independent Tester. These are available on the 
project data storage system ‘Zutec’. These have however been rendered void by the 
agreed post completion works to enhance fire safety across the site and will be fully 
re tested and validated which will be witnessed by NHSL and the Independent 
Tester once these works are complete. In the meantime the information on the 
system can be reviewed by ICD and IPC at any time to ensure they meet their 
requirements. MPX will carry out air sampling on completion of their builders clean 
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Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Brian as discussed! 

Thanks Susan 

From: McMahon, Alex    
Sent: 13 March 2019 16:19 
To: Crombie, Jim  ; Goldsmith, Susan 

; Gillies, Tracey   
Cc: Inverarity, Donald   
Subject: FW: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH‐ 
RHCYP 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

All 

I caught up with Donald after the DCN IMT. He said he would send me this email and I have his 
permission to forward on. For transparency I have copied Donald in.  

The content gives me some cause for concern. Jim and Tracey can we take the opportunity to 
discuss this with Donald tomorrow afternoon. I know Jim you and I are meeting others at 4 but I 
think if we can take 5 mins just for a quick discussion that would be helpful.  

In the meantime happy to take thoughts but one action we I am going to instruct is that Donald and 
members of the IPCT  do a walk around of the whole building with the appropriate personnel. 

Donald asks for sight of reports as set out below, Jim/Susan can we make these available as well. 

Alex  

From: Inverarity, Donald  
Sent: 13 March 2019 15:37 
To: McMahon, Alex 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Alex, 
Following our discussion after the DCN IMT today, I’d like to raise a further issue that relates to 
water quality and ventilation in the new hospital site. 
Please see the (confidential) e‐mail dialogue attached which was sent to me by the commissioning 
team in the week before the building was handed over to NHS Lothian. It was highlighted that there 
were concerns about Pseudomonas aeruginosa and more concerningly Legionella in the water. 
Despite replying expressing concern particularly over the finding of Legionella, there was no further 
communication with me about the issue. I don’t know where in the building this was found and I 
don’t know what corrective action is/has been taken. Consequently it is not possible to risk assess 
whether there is a clinical risk to immunocompromised patients when they occupy the building 
without knowing if there are water issues in the clinical areas where such patients will be managed. 
Even if they have been addressed and corrected by the time patients are admitted later in the year, 
they would still count as higher risk areas that would deserve more scrutiny to ensure the level of 
Legionella remains low and would present a persisting clinical risk if in a clinical area. 
I also mentioned to you the paediatric isolation rooms which are designed as positive pressure 
ultraclean rooms with HEPA filtered air and yet the windows open to the outside unfiltered 
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Edinburgh air defeating the purpose of the room. I don’t know if any corrective action has taken 
place regarding this design flaw which was identified by Lindsay, Ewan Olsen and myself when we 
were invited to review the design of the room and its ventilation pre handover. 
Although given assurances that pre hand over there would be validation performed on all theatre 
ventilation, as ICD I’ve never seen any of these validation reports and neither have any of my 
consultant microbiologist colleagues albeit we were given a tour of the ventilation system and 
theatres as they were being built. 
All the best 
Donald 

From: Cameron, Fiona  
Sent: 12 March 2019 12:25 
To: Currie, Brian 
Cc: McMahon, Alex; Guthrie, Lindsay; Inverarity, Donald 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP 

Brian 

Alex  sent on your email I am unsure what HEI guidance you are referring to. Healthcare 
Environment  Inspectorate do not have standards for buildings. I can confirm any reviews, 
recommendations IPC made would be in alignment  with the SHTM guidance by HFS for 
building works. I agree  we did have involvement and a dedicate person i.e. our HAI 
SCRIBE lead involved.  However as per communications with Alex  IPC were not involved in 
handover as per SCRIBE guidance recommendations  

I cannot reliably say if all our recommendations were accepted. I am aware as a result of the 
cancelled FOI there was discussion re air exchanges rates perhaps being suboptimal in 
clinical areas and we don’t know what the outcome of that report was.  The HAI SCRIBE 
documents or minutes of your project meetings should be able to confirm.   

Another  example  IPCT can only assume the building engineer  who accepted the building 
on behalf of NHS Lothian saw evidence of theatre validation See p114-124 of SHTM 03-01. 
IPC to the best of my knowledge  have not seen a validation report (section 8.64-8.65 of 
SHTM 03-01). The validation/commissioning report should be a clearly understood 
document that outlines that the theatre is working optimally,   not just engineering data, 
which allows us to have confidence  in the efficiency of theatre ventilation and would go 
some way to provide the board with a level of assurance. 

In addition not have we seen what evidence was provided to give NHS Lothian assurance 
that the consequences of the flood were fully addressed. Did the contractors  provide 
assurance that all water damaged construction materials were replaced and there is no 
unnecessary residual damp material, particularly not in clinical areas. As previously advised 
by our ICD Dr Inverarity, damp building materials that are left in place to dry out over time 
are predisposed to growing moulds and fungus and that could take some time to show. The 
clinical risk that can result in depends on where the damp material is situated e.g.  theatre or 
isolation room designed to protect patients from infection. Did the contractor provide  a 
comprehensive assessment for residual damp in clinical areas or was this checked by an 
external authority to the contractor as I think was recommended by Dr Inverarity at the time.  

Alex I have copied Lindsay and Donald as they may also wish to comment as Lead Nurse 
and Lead ICD  

Fiona 

Ms Fiona Cameron 
Head of Service  
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From: MACKAY, Judith (NHS LOTHIAN)   
Sent: 11 March 2019 16:45 
To: Currie, Brian 
Cc: Crombie, Jim; Graham, Iain 
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP 

Thanks Brian – this is very helpful and much appreciated. 
Regards 
Judith 

From: Currie, Brian   
Sent: 11 March 2019 16:43 
To: MACKAY, Judith (NHS LOTHIAN) 
Cc: CROMBIE, James (NHS LOTHIAN);  
Subject: RE: Infection control + Ventilation Issues from Sunday Herald Article on Glasgow QEH- 
RHCYP 
Importance: High 

Judith 

Hopefully the following will be useful: 

Infection Control 

We can confirm that the Board's Infection Control have been involved from the early 
stages in the project including competitive dialogue, evaluation of some parts of the 
submission; actively contributing with the clinical teams to the clinical area design 
development and approval process reviewing relevant specifications for items such 
as sanitary ware, flooring, vent coverings etc. 

We have been fortunate in that there has always been a nominated IPCN for 
Reprovision and they have been an integral part of the process participating in key 
meetings and, if they could not be present at meetings, taking the opportunity to 
comment on meeting outputs where required and following up on issues in 
consultation with project and other clinical staff.  

Throughout each of the stages of the project they have provided expert advice on 
elements such as  isolation room design and functionality, room ventilation design, 
and HAI Scribe. 

They have also joined project team personnel in reviewing the rooms for adherence 
to design brief, quality of finish and functionality, (including ease of cleaning and 
compliance with SHTM and HEI guidance).  

Let me know if you need more on HAI Scribe and contractual obligations. 

Ventilation 
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Thanks for your help with this, 

Regards 

Judith 

***************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message may be confidential or 

legally privileged and is intended for the addressee only. If you  

have received this message in error or there are any problems 

please notify the originator immediately. The unauthorised use,  

disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is  

strictly forbidden. 

***************************************************************** 

***************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message may be confidential or 

legally privileged and is intended for the addressee only. If you  

have received this message in error or there are any problems 

please notify the originator immediately. The unauthorised use,  

disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is  

strictly forbidden. 

***************************************************************** 

***************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message may be confidential or 

legally privileged and is intended for the addressee only. If you  

have received this message in error or there are any problems 

please notify the originator immediately. The unauthorised use,  
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disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is  

strictly forbidden. 

***************************************************************** 

***************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message may be confidential or 

legally privileged and is intended for the addressee only. If you  

have received this message in error or there are any problems 

please notify the originator immediately. The unauthorised use,  

disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is  

strictly forbidden. 

***************************************************************** 
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From: Henderson, Ronnie
Sent: 21 March 2019 13:30
To: Inverarity, Donald
Cc: Mackenzie, Janice; McMahon, Alex; Sutherland, SarahJane; GORDON, David; Currie, Brian
Subject: IPC SITE VISIT 20/03/19

Hi Donald, 

It was good to meet yesterday and have the opportunity to reassure and clarify how the project team are addressing 
concerns raised by IPC. As discussed I will produce a table of water sampling test results showing positive for 
Legionella and/or P.Aeruginosa. I am presently reviewing the certificates on the data management system to 
identify the relevant ones and I will get these to you as soon as possible but no later than Monday 25th March. 

I have summarised the main points of discussion and evidence seen: 

1. Attendees:
Janice McKenzie(JM), Ronnie Henderson(RH), Alex McMahon(AM), Donald Inverarity(DI), Sarah Jane
Sutherland(SJS), David Gordon(DG) (Bouygues)

2. Introduction:
 JM/RH felt that the walkround had been arranged specifically to address concerns over water safety

and ventilation issues post press articles about QEUH. DI had thought that the HAI SCRIBE handover
audit was to take place.

 DI expressed concern that this HAI SCRIBE audit had not taken place before handover
 RH/JM explained that although handover had occurred there were still significant ongoing

construction works affecting areas that would automatically result in a HAI SCRIBE failure in terms of
NHSL being able to occupy the affected spaces clinically.

 Theatre validation was discussed and DI agreed to forward report from St John’s for reference
 It was agreed that SJS/RH/JM carry out the desktop elements of the HAI SCRIBE audit and discuss

phasing of the site visit elements to coincide with completion of site works. SJS to send JM her
availability over next 2 weeks for a planning meeting to agree how this will be done

3. Water Safety Management:
 RH explained the sampling process and current status of results and water management
 The group visited the location of a known outstanding P. Aeruginosa positive and the implications

were discussed
 RH agreed to forward test results showing positives for Legionella and Pseudomonas as well as

subsequent clear results and the area and clinical specialty affected
 DG explained BYES approach and the next steps after they receive a clear set of results from MPX

4. Ventilation:
 RH explained the commissioning and validation that had taken place for both isolation rooms and

theatres and that records were available on the project data storage system
 The group visited an isolation room, the theatre suite and a ventilation plantroom where RH and DG

explained the ventilation philosophy for each area
 The group visited external areas to view pest prevention measures and active measures to prevent

ingress of pigeon droppings were demonstrated
 RH explained that both isolation and theatre validation would be re done once construction works

were completed

5. Outstanding issue from previous visit:
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From: Tony Rose 
Sent: 27 May 2019 12:15
To: Matthew Templeton; Roger Thompson RMT
Cc:
Subject: Re: RHCYP + DCN - Little France - Update + Issues of Concern

Thanks 

Agreed in terms of what you’ve highlighted as the key issues.  I’m happy to do a call today if there is an 

update to discuss; so timing really should be based on when/if we think an update is realistic today, or 

likely to have to leave until tomorrow... 

T  

Tony Rose 

Scottish Futures Trust 

 

From: Matthew Templeton   

Sent: Monday, May 27, 2019 12:07 pm 

To: Roger Thompson RMT 

Cc: Tony Rose;   

Subject: Re: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern  

Tony/Roger,  

Callum is attending tomorrow.  

Darren/Callum are only available from 1:30pm tomorrow (I.e 30 mins before meeting), hence why I suggest 

a call with Darren and Callum today. Disappointingly no response.  

Bob and Craig are working today and expecting an update later this afternoon.  

We need to separate the real issues from the items which are a smoke screen or positioning from NHSL. 

Fire doors, corridor doors, lifts, are real and MPX need to address.  
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Heat stations is an issue, but one for BYES/MPX, unsure why NHSL are so concerned. The key 

commercial issue is  “responsibility for areas to be handed back to Consort”. Key area was handed back 

last year, however Scottish Water need to come in and do some significant infrastructure work and Brian 

pushing in our direction but not our responsibility. I will forward analysis from Pinsent Masons.  

I can do a call at 3:30pm and I will ask Bob and Craig to also be available. Let me know if that suits. 

Regards 

Matt 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 27 May 2019, at 11:48, Roger Thompson RMT  wrote: 

Hi Tony 

I think Callum is attending but not certain. 

The idea of getting a call on Bank Hol is a bit ambitious. 

I will be on‐ site from 11.00 tomorrow, which gives us some time to line things up. 

Regards, 

Roger 

Director 

RMT Consultancy Ltd
PPP Advisory Services

 

 

Co Reg 10688740 

From: Tony Rose    

Sent: 27 May 2019 11:31 

To: Roger Thompson RMT   

Cc:   
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Subject: Re: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern 

Roger 

Thanks for following up on this over the weekend. 

Some, but by no means all of this was reported in the update of 16/5 from Craig, (following some of 

the issues raised by Brian at the Board Meeting).  Ironically the room transition issue Brian 

specifically raised is not on Susan’s list and on the face of it, the 16/5 note would suggest wasn’t 

such an issue as Brain had made out… 

From that 16/5 note assurance had been provided that some of the issues would have been 

resolved/progressed significantly that week, however given recent email that doesn’t seem to be 

the case, specifically for: 

 boiler to oil use

 water system

 heat stations

The reminder though looked to be of concern then, and seem to remain so. 

Hopefully we can get clarity as you have set out in time for the meeting in the afternoon. 

If we are having a call today at all I’m available other than 2‐3. 

Do we know if Callum or Ben are attending tomorrow? 

T 

Tony Rose 

Scottish Futures Trust 

 

From: Roger Thompson RMT   

Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2019 9:03 am 

To: Wallace Weir; Matthew Templeton 
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Cc: Bob Brown; Craig Simpson; Tony Rose 

Subject: RE: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern 

Hi Wallace, 

I am interested in as to where all of this has sprung from and whether the processes, 

communication and resources are working effectively. 

In looking at the long list from Susan can you consider 

 Were these all issues that were known to both our team and MPX?

 Are some of them “bolts from the blue”?

 Are the meetings and communications effective at picking up managing and

elevating issues?

 Do we have enough resource to manage these and close out effectively before the

opening in under 40 days?

Having observed Brian first hand in the recent Board meeting, my observation, which I am 

sure you all share, is that he likes to sit remote and chuck a few rocks in – doesn’t matter 

whether they have come up through the channels. 

If there is a fair chunk of that here, then we need to sort it out. 

If they are all known issues and are material, then it is a different issue 

Happy to join a call tomorrow – It is a Bank Hol down here so maybe we won’t get 

everyone? 

Best Regards and see you on Tues (I will be on‐site about 11.00) 

Roger 

Director 

RMT Consultancy Ltd
PPP Advisory Services
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Co Reg 10688740 

From: Wallace Weir    

Sent: 25 May 2019 10:49 

To: Matthew Templeton   

Cc: Bob Brown  ; Craig Simpson  ; Tony Rose 

; Roger Thompson RMT   

Subject: RE: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern 

Importance: High 

Thanks Matt, 

I am away on Monday and will stay in contact.  Bob and Craig will progress the IHSL commentary as 

requested.  It would be helpful to involve both on the call on Monday.  I will be back on site for the 

pre‐meet on Tuesday.  

Kind regards 

Wallace Weir 

Project Director 

IHSL 

IHS Lothian Limited 

RHSC & DCN Site Office | Little France Crescent | Edinburgh | EH16 4TJ 

 |   | www.hcp.co.uk

<image001.jpg> 

From: Matthew Templeton    

Sent: 24 May 2019 17:07 

To: Wallace Weir   

Cc: Bob Brown  ; Craig Simpson  ; Tony Rose 

; Roger Thompson   

Subject: Fwd: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern 
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Wallace,  

Note below from Susan in advance of Steering Group.  

We will require a full IHSL commentary and debrief prior to meeting. Ideally a note on Monday and 

a pre‐meet around 12:45 on Tuesday.  

I have forward to Callum and Darren and requested a call on Monday.  

Regards 

Matt 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Goldsmith, Susan"   

Date: 24 May 2019 at 15:03:35 BST 

To: 'Matthew Templeton'  , 

 

Cc: "Crombie, Jim"   

Subject: FW: RHCYP + DCN - Little France - Update + Issues of Concern 

Matt/Tony 

We have our next Steering Board on Tuesday and there are a few issues which are 

causing concern. Brian and the team are clear that everyone is working hard to 

resolve these issues but with just over 40 days until migration the key concern is 

whether the following issues will be resolved., and progress does seem slow. In 

particular the issues with the doors and the lifts are critical, although all are material 

to service 

I just want to give you the heads up that we will be looking for updates and 

assurance from you that these will be complete in time. 

The areas are: 
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 70 Access Controlled Pass Doors not fully operational or reliable

 Lifts not reliable and visibly damaged

 PTS yet to be fully commissioned

 Guardian System not operational

 Water Management still to be passed to Bouygues

 Access Control System - not all doors visible on system

 Boilers unable to run on oil

 Snagging - MPX closing out various snags but no evidence on site that this is

the case

 Gaps in Fire Doors

 Will all Board Operational Changes be implemented by Bouygues and

particularly security of various doors

 BMS not fully operational

 CT Scanner Room Overheating

 Excessive temperature in all heat stations

 Car Park Barriers remain to be installed

 Patient Entertainment System not operational

In addition to these there are other operational issues worthy of discussion 

 Callidus Audit

 Responsibility for areas not yet handed back to Consort

 PMS – accuracy and reliability
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 Helpdesk - Not yet contractually compliant (rectification times, user update,

user interface etc)

 Management of Defects - not being actioned timeously

 Agenda for IHSL / Bouygues / NHSL Executive Meeting now arranged for

28th June, 2019

Appreciate this is a lot but given the timeline it is important that we are all confident 

of delivery and that we are all sighted  

Kind regards 

Susan 

Please note from Monday 17th June, we are moving the Edinburgh office to 2nd Floor, 

Caledonian Exchange, 19A Canning Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8EG.  All telephone numbers 

will remain the same.  We look forward to welcoming you to our new office. 

Registered No: 06849002. Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

For addressee only. No legally binding commitments will be created by this e‐mail message. Where we intend to create legally binding 

commitments these will be made through hard copy correspondence or documents. 

If you are not the intended recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise use the information in this 

e‐mail. If you are not the intended recipient please contact us immediately. 

E‐mail may be susceptible to data corruption, interception and unauthorised amendment, and we do not accept liability for any such 

corruption, interception or amendment or the consequences thereof.

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 

by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 

any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
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prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 

Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful 

place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more 

Click Here.

The HCP Group includes HCP Holdings Limited (registered number: 03209169), HCP 

Management Services Limited (registered number: 03819468) and HCP Social 

Infrastructure (UK) Limited (registered number: 02658304), all of whom are registered in 

England & Wales. The registered office for these companies is 8 White Oak Square, 

Swanley, Kent BR8 7AG. 

This communication contains information which is confidential and may also be privileged. It 

is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), 

please note that any distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in 

it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the 

sender immediately, delete the message from the computer and destroy any copies. 

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to 

report this email as spam. 

Please note from Monday 17th June, we are moving the Edinburgh office to 2nd Floor, Caledonian 

Exchange, 19A Canning Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8EG.  All telephone numbers will remain the same.  We 

look forward to welcoming you to our new office. 

Registered No: 06849002. Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

For addressee only. No legally binding commitments will be created by this e‐mail message. Where we intend to create legally binding commitments these will 

be made through hard copy correspondence or documents. 

If you are not the intended recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise use the information in this e‐mail. If you are not 

the intended recipient please contact us immediately. 

E‐mail may be susceptible to data corruption, interception and unauthorised amendment, and we do not accept liability for any such corruption, interception or 

amendment or the consequences thereof.

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient 

and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution 

or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 
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This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast Ltd, an 

innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated 

data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here. 

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email 

as spam. 
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From: Goldsmith, Susan
Sent: 24 May 2019 15:04
To: Currie, Brian; Graham, Iain
Subject: FW: RHCYP + DCN - Little France - Update + Issues of Concern

Importance: High

fyi 

From: Goldsmith, Susan  
Sent: 24 May 2019 15:04 
To: 'Matthew Templeton'  ;   
Cc: Crombie, Jim   
Subject: FW: RHCYP + DCN ‐ Little France ‐ Update + Issues of Concern 
Importance: High 

Matt/Tony 

We have our next Steering Board on Tuesday and there are a few issues which are causing concern. Brian and the 
team are clear that everyone is working hard to resolve these issues but with just over 40 days until migration the 
key concern is whether the following issues will be resolved., and progress does seem slow. In particular the issues 
with the doors and the lifts are critical, although all are material to service 

I just want to give you the heads up that we will be looking for updates and assurance from you that these will be 
complete in time. 

The areas are: 

 70 Access Controlled Pass Doors not fully operational or reliable

 Lifts not reliable and visibly damaged

 PTS yet to be fully commissioned

 Guardian System not operational

 Water Management still to be passed to Bouygues

 Access Control System - not all doors visible on system

 Boilers unable to run on oil

 Snagging - MPX closing out various snags but no evidence on site that this is the case

 Gaps in Fire Doors

 Will all Board Operational Changes be implemented by Bouygues and particularly security of various doors

 BMS not fully operational

 CT Scanner Room Overheating

 Excessive temperature in all heat stations

 Car Park Barriers remain to be installed
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 Patient Entertainment System not operational

In addition to these there are other operational issues worthy of discussion 

 Callidus Audit

 Responsibility for areas not yet handed back to Consort

 PMS – accuracy and reliability

 Helpdesk - Not yet contractually compliant (rectification times, user update, user interface etc)

 Management of Defects - not being actioned timeously

 Agenda for IHSL / Bouygues / NHSL Executive Meeting now arranged for 28th June, 2019

Appreciate this is a lot but given the timeline it is important that we are all confident of delivery and that we are all 
sighted  

Kind regards 

Susan 
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Consolidated Issues List 12 June 2019

Demob 
and Site 
Clearan

ce

Steering 
Group 

Meeting

Weekly 
Look Ahead

J 
Crombie 

Letter
OMG Heading Issue / Action Update / Current Position

Responsible 
Party

Target 
Completion Date

 Date Closed

1.11
Post Completion Work 
Drainage

Last shroud to be installed 12/06: MPX noted this was completed MPX 12/06/2019

1.11
Post Completion Work 
Drainage

Commissioning, testing and 
witnessing information to be 
provided

12/06: MPX noted that information has been provided to JE/CD, awaiting response
19/06: Certificate issued yesterday (18/06) by IT - item closed

IT 18/06/2019

1 1.12
Post Completion Work Void 
detection

IT witnessing to be 
completed

12/06: Loop testing scheduled for 1pm today; Cause & Effect from 17/06 (for CD's 
requirements). KK noted the Pod/Atrium appear to be missing from spreadsheet - CW to 
review
19/06: Cause&Effect underway - to continue on 20/06 & 21/06 (noted 10d behind milestone 
date)

MPX 21/06/2019

1 1.12
Post Completion Work Void 
detection

Risk Assessment: MPX to 
respond to KK’s Aconex

12/06: Response received by Board, Jim Gardner to review and respond to MPX
19/06: Response received 18/06, Ken H reviewing (updating and amending PDF conversion 
errors). Ken H and Jim to discuss today, MPX anticipate a few days to tidy up and resubmit MPX 28/06/2019

1.13
Post Completion Work 
Heater batteries

Isolation room witnessing
12/06: Witnessing completed, paperwork to be updated
19/06: DW has calibration certificate and pressure test paperwork - to upload today after C&E

MPX 19/06/2019

1.13
Post Completion Work 
Heater batteries

Alarms going off in isolation 
rooms

12/06: MPX confirmed alarm settings of 9 and 13 last week
12/06: SD noted alarms going off during tours. Board to check if domestic services had 
inadvertantly set them off, SD noted Board will introduce signage.
19/06: JM noted alarms were still going off. CG noted he had seen cleaners with 2 rooms doors 
wedged open yesterday. JM noted Board will reiterate they are not to do this. CG went round 
on L3 on 18/06 and reset 2, L1 checked on 18/06 now sitting ok.  CG asked if any found, to let 
MPX know. Item to remain open to monitor

MPX

All

06/06/2019

To monitor

12/06/19

To monitor

1.13
Post Completion Work 
Heater batteries

Board to agree CW’s 
documentation to allow CD 
sign off (positioning and 
finish)

12/06: Board had comment on lux levels, now been taken, no further actions 12/06/2019

1.13
Post Completion Work 
Heater batteries

Lux levels to be taken for KK 12/06: As above, item closed 12/06/2019

1.13
Post Completion Work 
Heater batteries

MPX to upload information 
to Zutec for CD sign off

12/06: As-built drawings to be issued to CD for sign-off.
19/06: MPX to respond to HLM queries, drawings expected next week, but MPX to try to 
expediate (CD/JE availability is limited)

MPX w/c 24/06/19

15 1.14 Room handback
To complete dishwasher 
connections to 3 phase

JC Letter: Please confirm the three phase power supply works will  be completed prior to 
Hospital opening.
12/06: MPX progressing works, to complete by 17/06 or 18/06
19/06: MPX note cables pulled, dishwashers being installed in situ, final works in risers this 
weekend, JM noted Board plan to commission next week. Dishwasher found in theare recovery 
- JMacG looking into this.

MPX 23/06/2019

15 1.14 Room handback
Missing detergent and 
dosing units for dishwashers

12/06: Trays cannot be located in the basement but uncertainty on what they look like. 
Information to be provided on what they look like (pump and tube etc). JMcK to ask Patrick 
about the delivery date and location, as would have been delivered together.
19/06: Board have ordered more dosing units. Key for plinth has been requested, if not 
received by Friday (21/06), MPX will drill out Board/MPX TBC
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No 3 1 1.15 Patient Entertainment

Demonstration to be set up 
and Works on ‘works to 
complete’ list to be 
completed

28/06 Steering Group note: Patient Entertainment System not operational
- A demonstration of the system was being undertaken today.
- Post Meeting – We understand that this did not go well, with much functionality to be 
resolved
06/06: MPX’s Senior M&E Manager has now re engaged with Sorrel and appears to be moving 
matters forward. We have had sight today of positive emails between them.
12/06: Progress being made (some additionality to be added)- target date for completion to be 
ascertained following demo today. CW and JM to speak to SC for target date.
19/06: SC sent email prior to meeting noting concerns on timescales and progress - requested 
meeting with Bostons and update from action logs. CW noted Bostons progressing work on TV 
booster signal, patching in Pod.
19/06 - post meeting note: Bostons unable to attend meeting on 20/06, update provided to SC 
on TV tuning issues, with futher updates to come 

MPX/Board TBC

1.15 Patient Entertainment
Gingko/NHSL content 
workshop with Bostons 
attendance

12/06: Demonstration being held later today
19/06: Demonstration went well, this item to close

MPX/Board 12/06/2019 12/06/2019

1.15 Tail lift transformer
MPX to confirm installation 
complete

12/06: Completed, and MPX have test certificate MPX 06/06/2019 12/06/2019

1.2 Family Hotel
MPX to fix patress and 
pendant, then take lighting 
levels.

12/06: Action updated - MPX to fix patress and pendant (by end of next week) and then take a 
reading of the final lighting levels.
19/06: MPX aiming to complete this week, lux levels may be done on Friday 

MPX 21/06/2019

1.2 Family Hotel
Documentation to be issued 
once the installation 
complete

12/06: Once patress and pendant are installed, documentation stating the final lighting level to 
be issued

MPX

2.1
179 (MRI access control in 
fire alarm)

MPX to speak to Building 
Control

12/06: Building control were on site yesterday, CT room will have a master key to get out, 
awaiting formal approval
19/06: LES spoke to Building Control, they will approve warrant. MPX will continue works once 
Cause&Effect finished, to be completed next week. 

MPX 28/06/2019

2.1
179 (MRI access control in 
fire alarm)

MPX to progress prep work 
in anticipation of approval 

12/06: MPX noted that SFRS have lockbox code to get a key to enter these rooms in the event 
of a fire - lockbox has been installed, key is required. Costs are yet to be agreed, but works to 
proceed.  
19/06: Key is NHSL action - it was agreed this item can be closed

19/06/2019

2.1
178 and 179 -additional 
discussion

Doors for single swing to be 
confirmed

12/06: MPX noted this was completed MPX/Board 06/06/2019 06/06/2019

2.1 181 (XLR sockets) MPX to complete work 12/06: MPX noted this was completed MPX 07/06/2019 12/06/2019

2.1 182 (Bedside environment)
MPX to confirm bracket 
delivery dates

12/06: MPX noted brackets arrrived last week MPX 05/06/2019 05/06/2019

2.1 182 (Bedside environment) MPX to complete work
12/06: MPX noted 70% are fitted, targeting 14/06 for completion
19/06: Fitted all brackets - Craig (Bostons) to give list - if any are missing, MPX have spares on 
site. To complete this week.

MPX 21/06/2019
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1 11 2.31 Operational changes
BYES to issue status report 
of when changes will be 
completed

J Crombie letter: all those essential to Hospital opening to be implemented  by IHSL/Bouygues 
prior to Hospital opening
12/06: DG agreed to issue this prior to Friday 10am meeting with IHSL/Board, with timescales 
for action and encompassing Board's priorities
19/06: DG issued update prior to this meeting, with changes that have progressed and 
estimated dates for later changes. DG confirmed not aware of any issues with Board's priority 
changes. JM noted two additional H&S related changes should be added to the Board's priority 
list - Core Stair 4 access control (012) and bump rails on balcony (064).

BYES
Ongoing

1 11 2.31 Operational changes
Board to feedback to 
priorities to be completed

J Crombie letter: all those essential to Hospital opening to be implemented  by IHSL/Bouygues 
prior to Hospital opening 
12/06: post-meeting, SD noted he will send an email with this information today

Board 12/06/2019 13/06/2019

No 3 1 9 3.1 Snagging
MPX to complete 
outstanding 104 snags

Steering Group/Jim Crombie Letter: demonstrate evidence that all Snagging Items are being 
attended to and those that were marked as "closed" in error, have been revisited and re-
verified;
12/06: MPX noted 96 snags remain - CW to review outstanding ones and give dates for 
completion. Additional floor layer resource coming to site tomorrow and MPX are pushing 
contractors to complete
19/06: CW noted snagging has not progressed as quickly as desired. MPX have brought in 4 
additional managers for 4-6 weeks for snagging and helpdesk defects. JMacG noted around 70 
snags remaining, but to be reviewed.  BB noted he had forwarded Margaret DiMascio's email 
to CW with CAMHS snags. 

MPX

No 3 1 9 3.1 Snagging
MPX snags to be reviewed 
for impact on Board 
activities. 

Steering Group/Jim Crombie Letter:demonstrate evidence that all Snagging Items are being 
attended to and those that were marked as "closed" in error, have been revisited and re-
verified;
19/06: BB requested definitive list of remaining snags so all parties are aware. 
JM noted 4 critical snags in Child Health and Life: 
* Tissue Culture - no water plumbed in for washers
* Molecular lab - isolation cabinets not connected (hoses too short)
* Ice machine - not plumbed in
* Freezer store - not working (fuses taken out of spurs)
DG noted that if MPX think there are any smaller items that BYES could do, to let him know.

MPX

No 3 1 9 3.1 Snagging
MPX to complete review of 
SD’s list of snags 

Steering Group/JCrombie Letter: demonstrate evidence that all Snagging Items are being 
attended to and those that were marked as "closed" in error, have been revisited and re-
verified;
12/06: MPX noted that review was started yesterday, will be completed by end of this week. 
CW noted that of the snags he checked 10% had not been done (aesthetics mostly, may have 
been unable to find the snag, and so closed). 
19/06: MPX review completed on upper levels, 50+% complete on L1 and on GF. 

MPX 21/06/2019

1 3.1 Snagging
SD issues: PTV testing to be 
completed

12/06: CW noted an independent advisor conducted 11 pendulum tests in the basement. 
Report expected this week or start of next week.  
19/06: CW noted report was issued this morning and will circulate MPX 19/06/2019
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1 3.1 Snagging
SD issues: Lighting controls – 
Board to advise locations

12/06: MPX noted Schneider were on site checking controls. JM asked if all controls were being 
checked as being mentioned by lots of people. CW noted they were checking the reports 
logged on helpdesk. JM noted from previous meeting CG was to check dimming at night in the 
touchdown bases. 
19/06: Schneider working through helpdesk items. Location details should be on these items, 
CG noted that functional controls were specifically planned for areas, so not all will switch off 
where expected etc.   

MPX

1 3.1 Snagging
SD issues: external paviors – 
MPX to confirm install spec

12/06: SD noted BYES had brought in Tobermore representative, confirming no issues with 
product. 
19/06: MPX conducting review of spec detail, to report back by next meeting

MPX 26/06/2019

1 7 3.1 Snagging

SD issues: Window 
restrictors - MPX to forward 
response from supplier once 
received

J Crombie Letter: Failure of window restrictors. Please confirm all window restrictors will 
operate safely for Hospital opening, and there are no health and safety issues
12/06: MPX believe failed items are a result of misuse during contruction phase. Replacements 
have been ordered, and spare components for BYES. JM asked if the failure should be reported 
to IRIC - BB noted not necessary if all parties are content that this was misuse. It was reiterated 
PPMs are in place with BYES contractor and spot checks by BYES managers.
19/06: Velfac were on site on 13/06 - fixed restrictor on L4 which had been bent. Velfac 
returning to review every window and reoil - date to be confirmed later today. BB requested a 
progress report on those checked/still to be checked be issued. 

MPX TBC

1 3.1 Snagging
SD issues: Internal and 
external cleanliness – MPX 
sweep

12/06: Courtyards are being actioned this week, additional resources have been brought in to 
sweep the areas, and then will walk the outside next week.
19/06: MPX note courtyards are ready to be walked with Board; external areas to be complete 
this week. Other elements, e.g. moving of external furniture requested, will be complete by 
28/06.

MPX 28/06/2019

1 3.1 Snagging Light diffusers

12/06: BB noted that care is needed when reattaching the diffusers, which may have caused 
the issue. Diffuser in Core 3 has been replaced, to be checked later this week.
19/06: MPX reported 5 diffusers had not been seated correctly, these have been replaced and 
popping has not reoccured. Item to be closed. 

MPX 14/06/2019 19/06/2019

1 3.1 Lifts

Actions resulting from the 
Schindler survey to be 
discussed between BYES and 
MPX. 

12/06: Schindler coming to site on Friday for meeting with BYES and MPX to discuss all lift 
aspects and surveys.  Board are to be given feedback on Friday following meeting.
19/06: BYES now instructing external party to conduct survey. Focus is on lifecycle, and 
potentially some defects. DG noted as far as BYES are aware, reliability is good and all lifts have 
been inspected. 

BYES TBC

1 3.1 Lifts
MPX committed works (e.g. 
replacement of floors) to be 
completed

12/06: MPX noted may be an issue with replacing exact floor type (product and colour) - 
availability to be confirmed on Friday by Schindler. MPX and BYES to discuss if alternative is 
required, and to run the agreed solution past the Board prior to implementation. 
19/06: CW and DG to speak today - CW to procure flooring from MPX floor layers. Board to be 
given proposal before ordering. Date for completion is 26/06.  

MPX 26/06/2019

1 3 3.1 Lifts

Significant aesthetic damage 
to lifts, e.g. lift door at the 
children's entrance; Delivery 
date for reception lift door 
replacement to be 
confirmed 

12/06: MPX confirmed on programme. Reception door will be taken away, refurbished, and put 
back - date to be confirmed following Friday meeting. 
19/06: Door 15 has been taken away, expected next week, however  MPX trying to get it back 
for Fri (Board have Google photography on site over weekend, and visits next week). MPX note 
will take few hours to reinstall.  
External door disc tags - CW to look at getting discs for each lift, for each floor (no need to 
demarcate floors, just 4 x Lift 1, 4 x Lift 2 etc) 

MPX
TBC

1 3 3.1 Lifts
Push buttons – MPX to 
escalate

12/06:  Buttons being replaced
19/06: CG to find out status if swapped or replaced, and if complete

MPX 28/06/2019
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1 3.1 Lifts
Ceilings – BYES to action 
change 

12/06: Progress to be confirmed in BYES status report
19/06: DG has quote from 3M for film, approx 1 day to do.

BYES TBC

1 Lifts - reliability data
Reliability information - 
downtime etc

12/06: BB noted fundamental element for the Board is that the lifts are reliable. 
Lifts are believed to all be currently operational. Statutory inspections have been conducted.  
BYES to provide Board with data from helpdesk, including downtime, and update on a regular 
basis, to provide assurance in the reliability.
19/06: Ongoing - BB noted would expect to have this in monthly report, so can note trends in 
particular lifts or reoccurances.

BYES Ongoing

3.3 Knowledge Transfer
Provision of hard-drive with 
Aconex contents to be 
confirmed

12/06: MPX to check PCPs for what was agreed to be provided and issue what is intended to be 
provided. CW noted that hard drives can be provided.
19/06: LES finding information from BCRs/PCPs. Generally can do whatever is required. BYES 
request download of Aconex and 'line in sand' Zutec download, once all construction info is 
present. 

MPX

4.1 Call logger
BYES to confirm solution 
with Avaya and implement.

12/06: BYES to action.
19/06: Ongoing with Avaya. BYES collating telephony information for Board, as moving to new 
telephone systems. 

BYES

4.5
Audit actions (HAI Scribe 
etc.)

HFS/SFT -  SD to distribute 
notes from visit on 30/04, 
and follow-up meeting to be 
arranged

12/06: SD will action by end of next week
19/06: As above

Board 28/06/2019

4.5
Audit actions (HAI Scribe 
etc.)

Stage 4 HAI Scribe - RHe to 
speak to Sarah-Jane 
regarding HAI Scribe training 
for BYES employees.

12/06: JM noted this has been completed, information is with BYES. Board 12/06/2019

8 4.5
Audit actions (HAI Scribe 
etc.)

Stage 4 HAI Scribe - MPX to 
close actions 

12/06: the 3 reports have been issued by the Board. Actions are closing gaps and ceilings, and 2 
global issues - water system and ventilation. MPX noted builders are doing all clinical rooms - 
roses for pipes, checking ceilings, and movement joints. Works started on Tueday (11/06) - 
MPX to confirm timescales
19/06: Ceiling trims and gaps are being resolved - to close by end of next week. Mastic man is 
coming to mastic IPS pipes. MPX to advise Board when completed, sp Board can check and 
inform Infection Control. CW to give JM a list of ceilings completed so far

MPX
28/06/19

HAI Scribe
HAI Scribe requirements 
after becoming operational

19/06: JM reiterated all work after the hospital becomes operational will require HAI Scribe 
(incl PPM). BYES to contact SarahJane to start process

BYES 21/06/2019

4.5
Audit actions (HAI Scribe 
etc.)

Callidus audit -  IHSL to close 
outstanding actions.

12/06: to be closed once water system has been transferred to BYES
19/06: As above

IHSL TBC
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No 3 13 4.6.1 Heat stations

Lagwell to complete 
stripping phenolic insulation 
and replacing with glass 
mineral fibre in all 4 heat 
stations and then monitor 
using dataloggers to prove if 
work has been effective.

Steering group, JCrombie Letter: Project Co currently installing mineral fibre insulation as a 
mitigation measure - Project Co to confirm they will resolve the overheating issue prior to 
opening;
12/06: Lagwell and Mercury are currently snagging areas, data loggers going in this week, to be 
monitored for 1 week, possibly longer. Data logger positions to be agreed with BYES. 
Temporary cooling to be removed prior to data loggers going in. Back-up plans in case 
insulation has not had the desired effect are being investigated.  Mercury to complete works on 
plinths and floors once other works have been completed. 
19/06: Insulation work is complete, metalwork is >99% complete (brackets needed). CG noted 
temporary cooling to come out and data loggers to go in 20/06, but will be at optimal 
conditions for recording from Monday 24/06. BYES are putting in their own logger too. Keith to 
liaise with BYES

MPX 20/06/2019

5 4.6.1 Water Management
Expansion vessels delivery 
to be confirmed then 
replaced

12/06: 20th June for installation
19/06: As above

MPX 20/06/2019

5 4.6.1 Water Management
Relief valves delivery to be 
confirmed then replaced

12/06: 21st June for installation
19/06: As above

MPX 21/06/2019

4.6.3 Oil feed to boiler
Pressure switch to be 
installed. 

12/06: Repositioning of the valve started yesterday. Pressure switch to be on site today. WW 
requested MPX check what was being installed was correct for what Bosch need (e.g. 1 sensor 
or 3). 
19/06: Installed - item closed

MPX 14/06/2019

6 4.6.3 Oil feed to boiler
The boiler to be 
recommissioned to run on 
oil.

JCrombie letter: This is a significant issue which has a material impact on the safe opening of 
the Hospital. We require assurance this is being urgently addressed and will be complete 
before opening.
06/06. Still not resolved. Bosch now advise an additional pressure sensor requires to be fitted. 
Bosch due back on site w/c 17 June.
12/06: Bosch to come back next week for the recommissioning, MPX to issue invite to 
recommissioning to BYES, Board and IHSL.  
19/06: Bosch on site today - 1 boiler being recommissioned today, second and third to be 
recommissoned on 20/06 and 21/06 respectively. 
Post meeting note 19/06: first boiler confirmed to be recommissioned

MPX 21/06/2019
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1 1 4.6.5
Access Control Doors – shear 
locks, smoke seals,

MPX to replace shearlocks 
and strikeplates, and rewire 
all doors (~70), and check 
the fitting and alignment of 
shearlocks is correct, and fix 
any fire door gaps or smoke 
seals. 

06/06: MPX have commenced a) the replacement of shear locks, b) making the necessary adjustments to the 
doors and c) carrying out the wiring modification. Level 4 (4 sets of doors) is complete. Level 3 (11 sets of doors) 
a and b are complete with c in progress. Level 2 (7 sets of doors) a and b in progress, c not yet started. Level 1 (19 
sets of doors) and Ground Floor (29 sets of doors) not yet started. IHSL have requested that MPX put a robust 
test procedure in place that can demonstrate the success or otherwise of the remedial works. MPX are currently 
identifying those doors that could be converted to single swing if required. This will not be possible on all doors 
as a number are on bi-directional fire escape routes. 
12/06: MPX are now replacing the installed shearlocks with those from Assa Abloy (same set-up as 
installed in Queen Elizabeth hospital in Glasgow). 50 locks due on site tomorrow, with further 84 to 
come as soon as possible. One set has been installed on GF, and 4th Floor management suite doors and 
medical records. Evidence of reliability to be provided. 
SD noted the importance of correct construction solution in conjunction with PPM quarterly checks for 
all elements of doors (e.g. geze mechanism, shearlock, access control, door frame etc). 
Data sheets for Assa Abloy shearlocks to be issued to BYES.   
19/06: All 140 locks arrived on 14/06. MPX have completed take out and replace of locks on L4 - L1, 
currently on GF. Following with joinery and electrician, on target to be complete on 25/06.  Baxters have 
been instructed for decoration, CW chasing for people asap (SD noted signs for wet paint etc required). 
Joint inspection to be conducted with NHSL.  MPX 100% confident for operation. Data sheets to be 
provided to BYES, and new assets to be added to Zutec.

MPX
25/06/2019

1 2 Access Control System
access control system not 
fully operational or reliable

06/06: Confirmed completed. It would appear the confusion arose because a number of doors 
were offline due to shear lock issues.
12/06: MPX will check 100% of doors once shearlock work has been completed. 
JM and KK noted three areas requiring action: correlation from reader and lift (Bostons input); 
dedicated PC for access control requires password (CW to follow up) and pedestrian gate at 
energy centre (not on spreadsheet) - CW to check.
19/06: Full walk of access control to be conducted as part of shearlock floor walking with 
Board.  IOMRI door to be added to system; status of pedestrian gate at service yard to be 
determined; queries from Jane's spreadsheet to be closed out. MPX to give definitive position 
of what doors are on the system by next meeting

MPX 26/06/2019

1 10 4.6.5 Fire Doors 
Carry out checks and 
remedial actions on all 
corridor fire doors.

MPX to issue programme of completed doors and checks and timeline.
06/06: MPX now have a team of 20 Joiners on site. They are on target to have completed a full 
overhaul of each fire door by the end of June 2019.
12/06: MPX to provide breakdown of the timescale and completed/still to complete doors
19/06: MPX progressing well, L2 and L1 to be completed by end of week. GF to complete next 
week, more joiners have been requested. Targeted end date, end of June. 

MPX 30/06/2019

1 4.6.5
Doors – shear locks, smoke 
seals,

Scoring on vinyl to be 
remedied once doors 
complete

12/06: Floors to be walked following shearlock/fire door works.
19/06: MPX can start progressing next week on upper levels

MPX w/c 01/07/19

4.6.5
Doors – shear locks, smoke 
seals,

5 MRI doors to be made 
single swing

12/06: MPX note that this has been completed, and the completed work observed by Building 
Control on their visit on 11/06

MPX 12/06/2019

No 3 12 4.7 CT room cooling
MPX to expediate provision 
of Fancoil unit 

Steering Group, J Crombie letter: overheating problem, temporary cooling currently being 
provided to enable commissioning of CT equipment. Please confirm that you will install 
permanent cooling solution to meet cooling requirements prior to Hospital opening.
12/06: Pipework install is ongoing, awaiting Fancoil unit delivery date (chasing daily), all other 
work will be completed in advance of unit arriving.
19/06: Fancoil due on 25/06 - FES will fit (2 days) - to be complete by end of next week

MPX 28/06/2019
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4.7
Data point for alarm for 
critical fridges / freezers

MPX to confirm if complete. 
12/06: MPX to confirm complete
19/06: To be completed by end of this week

MPX 21/06/2019

5 4.8
Water management system 
handover

MPX/BYES to complete 
transfer

12/06: Discussion to be held today following OMG
19/06: Meeting held last week - Ian Clarke working on schematic, testing to commence next 
week, documentation catch-up needed between DW and IC, BYES to take flushing and 
maintenance responsibility next week, full transfer before operations. 
GG noted Board pulling together results - missing DW tracker for April (red/green matrix) - DW 
may not have made one for April, CG to ask DW. 
Little used outlets/flushing info for BYES- Board to pick up next week. Operational procedures 
for flushing in clean areas (gowning up etc) to be discussed/agreed.

MPX/BYES 03/07/2019

20 5
Escape and security of egress 
from balcony

MPX to confirm if contact 
points are on access control 
system

J Crombie letter: currently there is a risk of public on fourth floor terrace entering the helipad 
and being able to access the clinical management suite and classrooms
12/06: MPX noted Building Control had no adverse comments to a bolt and removal of handle 
on public side of terrace. SD noted no escape signage currently in place. WW noted there is a 
sign missing in the cafe - signage to be reviewed (JMacG to action)
19/06: LES spoke to Building Control on 18/06 - ok with handle off and bolt, will be captured in 
amendment. Fire Scotland to confirm.CW to progress detail with blacksmith, signage will 
reflect. Contact points detail (if on system) to be confirmed next week 

MPX TBC

6.1 CCTV
MPX to install permanent 
signage.

12/06: MPX to chase for date (Ascots delivery came today, may contain this signage)
19/06: Signage due this week

MPX 21/06/2019

6.2 Planting P1 to complete works

12/06: Courtyards to be completed by 17/06, external to be completed the following week. 
19/06: Courtyards ready to walk with Board. SD noted turf has died again under canopy 
overhang (may need changed to artificial). Failed plants will be under warranty. SD noted 
sedum roofs need weeded. 

MPX 24/06/2019

6.2 Planting
Consultant drawings and 
planting schedules to be 
added to Zutec

12/06: MPX to add this information to Zutec by Friday
19/06: Will be done by the end of this week.

MPX 21/06/2019

1 6.4 Escape signage Ascot to install signage.
12/06: Delivery arrived today, to be installed
19/06: Installed. BYES have orded statutory plant room signage.

MPX 19/06/2019

1 14 6.6
Theatre air sampling (also 
includes critical care, 
imaging, isolation rooms)

RHe to arrange Board 
testing/assurances IOM 
validation 

J Crombie Letter: Independent validation of critical ventilation systems in a number of clinical 
areas (Theatres, Imaging, Critical Care and all Isolation Rooms) - ensure all Project Co works are 
completed to allow independent validation to take place, including ZUTEC 20779 that had been 
closed by IHSL/MPX in error
12/06: Ventilation has been sealed
19/06: GG noted IOM have experienced some issues since starting validation on Monday 
(celings tiles in adjacent corridors, no locks on corridor (CW noted should be done now), 
neonatal and critical care ceilings removed post clinical clean). JM notes signs have not made 
difference (for all parties) - is causing real concern. MPX requested sequence of areas to ensure 
out ahead of Board/clinical clean. Advance check of areas with MPX/Colin/Ashley to be done. 
Meeting later today to discuss - issues were circulated later that day. 

MPX

6.6 Theatre 33
MPX to investigate non-pass 
through light.

12/06: MPX confirmed closed earlier today MPX 12/06/2019
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 Date Closed

No 3 6.7 Covers on PTS stations
Mercury to replace the 
bottom covers on the 
stations

06/06: NHSL have acknowledged that PTS has been commissioned (it was in maintenance 
mode to prevent inappropriate use). Bottom cover plates on order.
12/06: Whiterock has arrived to cover (hole will be cored in section of whiterock)
19/06: Whiterock covers will progress once locks completed. Mercury instructed to replace 
cushion. Maintenance mode to end 5th/6th July. Quirepace have been liasing with Fiona, also 
will be on site during migration period if any issues. 

MPX

6.8
Digilocks – standardise staff 
area codes

MPX to carry out work at 
same time as fire door 
works.

12/06: Agreed that BYES will take this action, CW to forward information to BYES. Board to be 
notified when work commences.
19/06: Work complete

BYES 19/06/2019

10 6.1
Fire Cause and Effect – 
smoke vents

MPX to confirm faulty vents 
have been fixed

J Crombie letter: the high level vents in the atrium - we understand work is continuing on all fire 
issues
12/06: Engineer to revisit (previously fixed, has reoccured - loose wire believed to be cause). 
Targeted to be completed end of this week/start of next week
19/06: JMacG to tie in with Gary, thinks complete. Confirmed can be tested by changing set 
point, CG to find Schneider record for Board

MPX 21/06/2019

6.11 Counter in pod stair 8 Counter top to be replaced
12/06: MPX targeting for completion by end of next week.
19/06: To complete next week

MPX 28/06/2019

19 6.12
Ophthalmology and 
equipment

MPX to investigate power 
provision

J Crombie letter: no power supplies allowing the specialist equipment to operate 
12/06: JMacG, Fiona and Mike to visit area and agree solution.
19/06: To complete this weekend (spurs going in)

MPX 23/06/2019

6.13
Clinical management suite 
L2– phone points

Points to be installed
12/06: Targeted for completion by 20/06
19/06: To complete next week

MPX 28/06/2019

6.14 PTS pot holder To be reinstated or replaced
12/06: MPX have ordered replacement - delivery date to be confirmed
19/06: As above

MPX

1 6.15 Glazing remedials
To be rectified – High level 
(MPX)

12/06: Due to be completed 23/06
19/06: To be installed 27/06 (logistics to be agreed - Heras etc)

MPX 23/06/2019

1 6.15 Glazing remedials Low level (BYES)
12/06: Due to be completed 21/06
19/06: As above, to be confirmed

BYES 21/06/2019

AOB Glazing remedials MacKinlay
19/06: SD noted pane in MacKinlay needs replaced (upper right corner of bottom panel) - was 
on Zutec.

MPX

6.16 Front area – bus shelter Bus shelter to be cleaned
12/06: To be completed next week (before Heras fencing is taken down)
19/06: Bus shelter completed today. BC noted bottom of curtain wall also needs cleaned - MPX 
will power wash.

MPX 21/06/2019

6.17 Optima  - works
MPX to confirm works 
completed by 10/06

12/06: MPX works are complete, Optima are on site. MPX 10/06/2019 10/06/2019

6.19 IPS in MRI panels
MPX to respond to Board 
with evidence that issue is 
not MPX

12/06: MPX issued evidence to Board last week, which has gone back to Modus. Board to 
follow up with Modus for a response
19/06: CG noted demo'd on site, Modus liaised with Bender to get sorted - item to close

Board 19/06/2019

1 6.2 CAMHS access control
To be actioned prior to 
occupation

12/06: Board need assurances that works related to CAMHS access will be completed.
19/06: BYES change

BYES

CAMHS kitchen

12/06:  SD noted the CAMHS therapy kitchen has construction works in it (holes in walls, and 
access panels) - CW/JMacG to follow up.
19/06: Confirmation of who is to order (or who has ordered) induction hob top - MPX believe 
Board were ordering. MPX dealing with Margaret's final review of CAMHS - some items on her 
list may have been closed by time the list was sent to helpdesk - Board to review. Noted this 
ties up BYES resource. 

MPX / Board TBC
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1 17 6.22 Audiology benches Benches to be installed

J Crombie letter: worktops are not yet installed in the two audiology control rooms
12/06: MPX targeting to be completed next week. CW confirmed soundproofing/integrity of 
rooms will be maintained
19/06: Benches not yet arrived, will be installed as soon as they arrive

MPX 21/06/2019

4 Guardian  System

Evidence awaited that the 
system is fully operational. 
Evidence awaited that the 
system is fully operational 
for proper
protection of all NHSL staff

06/06: NHSL have acknowledged that Guardian system has been commissioned. There had 
been an agreement between a member of the NHSL team and Mercury that the personal 
pushbuttons (100 off) would be issued by Mercury “closer to opening time”. This is now 
organised for 14 June. Also it would appear that elements of the system have been unplugged 
at patch panel level in an ICT Node Room.
12/06: the pushbuttons to be issued 14/06. MPX have issued information regarding node 
rooms from Static to Bostons to investigate (MPX do not have access to the node rooms). To 
find out today if the elements have been unplugged. BB noted that if this is the case, the cause 
needs to be identified, as cannot reoccur. 
19/06: Faulty component (didn't beep when swiped) been closed out. Fobs been handed over, 
Fiona meeting with Static on Friday (functionality - different beep noises).

MPX 14/06/2019
19/06/2019

16
IPS cupboard within Critical 
Care Department 
overheating 

Assurances required for 
Board

J Crombie letter: fire door has been left open with a sticker stating "do not close", please 
confirm it is safe to close the door and there are no overheating issues;
12/06: The data logger has been in place, and door kept closed. CW noted DW to download 
data from the logger and distribute.
19/06: CG noted was unlocked - who has key? (SM7) BYES should hold all. CG to get key and 
relock it. Data logger - DW converting data. Wallace Whittle upper design limit is 31°C, with 
70°C for breaker to fail. CG noted there is sufficient capacity to increase cooling if needed. 
Evidence from data logger req'd so can understand risks. 

MPX

1 18 Medical Gases repeater 
panel 

Panel location

J Crombie letter: no panel in a manned 24 hour area
12/06: Response will be issued to the Board
19/06: Agreement to install - JM can show location. Mercury/FES may not be able to install, 
Board to find out if HPI can be contracted directly, MPX would still do firestopping etc. 

Board/MPX TBC

No 3 BMS not fully operational

Reported at Steering Group 
that BYES are having 
difficulties with the system 
e.g. distinguishing critical 
from non- critical alarms
and some links not being 
made

06/06: There appears to be an issue with the sheer number of alarms and BYES ability to 
differentiate, identify and action critical alarms. BYES are in direct discussion with MPX re this.
12/06: BB noted the alarms were not easy to find during the drainage demonstration. Critical 
alarm category to be set up (detail of alarms is in BCRs) - Schneider to configure. AH noted 
additional screen for critical alarms has been installed in helpdesk office. 
19/06: CG noted pop-up can be enabled for critical alarms, CG and DG to speak after meeting. 

MPX/BYES TBC

No 3 Cooling and cabinets in 
Endoscopy suite

Reported at Steering Group 
that there is an additional 
cooling problem with 
cabinets in the Endoscopy 
suite

06/06: The NHSL supplied cabinets housed in this room have a higher heat output (6 times 
more heat) than originally specified. NHSL have now issued a change notice on 4 June to 
provide cooling to this room.
12/06: Change has been issued - BYES status report to note progress
19/06: BYES sourcing kit (one of Board's priority changes)

BYES TBC
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No 3 Car Park Barriers
Due for installation between 
3rd - 17th June

06/06: Work has commenced on schedule
12/06: Work is progressing well, cameras still to be installed. Board have raised query regarding 
data connection for remote log-in, MPX to investigate
19/06: Two parts of the data connection issues: remote diagnostics (BYES) and hand held 
devices (MPX - Board change 087). CW to get update from Lucy. Commissioning operative to 
come back next week. Hand held devices needed once operational. Board noted time if line 
needed is imperative, CW believes lines are available. 

MPX w/c 24/06/2019

23/05

Demob and Site Clearance
MPX actions for 
demobilisation

HERAs and Turnstiles removed (all except below)
HERAs removed - DCN Proximity Parking (removal in two phases on 11 and 14 July)
HERAs removed - Bus Stop layby and shelter
MPX to supply plastic barriers for NHSL use at ED Drop Off (8 off)

19/06: Walkround to take place on 21/06 at 9am (Board/MPX) for what will be done

MPX

21/06/2019
14/07/2019
08/07/2019
21/06/2019

21/06/19

23/05
Demob and Site Clearance

MPX to leave fencing and 
erect planting screen at 
Energy Centre

MPX 23/05/2019 23/05/2019

23/05
Demob and Site Clearance

Car Park 1B - Manned 
security during business 
hours until 6.00am 9 July

12/06: Clarified this is MPX until 21/6/2019, thereafter NHSL To note 09/07/2019

23/05

Demob and Site Clearance

MPX to remove temp 
crossing poles at QMRI 
(Consort will reinstate kerbs 
during LFC resurfacing – 
circa August 2019).

12/06: SD will speak to Consort regarding tactile pavings
19/06: MPX noted Jamie struggling for tar (for tactile paving removal) - may get cold tar as 
interim measure. 

MPX TBC

23/05
Demob and Site Clearance

MPX to have reinstated 
permanent crossing at QMRI

MPX agreed to remove temporary covers, and have power switched on. Crossing has been 
commissioned previously.
12/06: to be completed for when Heras is removed

MPX 21/06/2019

23/05
Demob and Site Clearance

MPX to have reinstated 3 
missing lamp standards at 
LFC bend – positions now 

12/06: MPX to complete this week - 8ft poles being installed
19/06: Poles on site, currently being completed MPX 21/06/2019

23/05

Demob and Site Clearance

IHSL to commission Exit 
Condition Surveys for: Car 
Park 1B, and Little France 
Mills

12/06: Meeting being held today to discuss
19/06: Condition surveys have been completed

12/06/2019

AOB Brackets in ED
Brackets needed in ED for 
PCs (1 of 4 installed)

12/06: JM and CW to visit ED following OMG meeting
19/06: Mike and Dorothy looking at these to make sure they are the right ones, aiming to be 
completed today.

MPX 19/06/2019

AOB Turning circle in RHSC 
carpark

KK noted this was tight 
when exiting the carpark

12/06: MPX noted this had already been identified and rectified - Jamie has rounded off the 
'pointy' edge and brought the kerb back ~0.5 m (any further would affect the parking space 
next to it)

12/06/2019

AOB Consort - link to RIE
Items to be discussed at 

interface meeting
19/06: BC and JMacG to speak to Consort at today's Interface meeting - re links. MPX need help 
with fire alram and Engie

Board/MPX 19/06/2019
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190612 IHSL.NHSL JC Response 

To: Jim Crombie 
Deputy Chief Executive 
Lothian Health Board 
Waverley Gate 
2-4 Waterloo Place
Edinburgh
EH1 3EG

12th June 2019 

Dear Sirs, 

Re-Provision of RHSC and DCN at Little France 

We refer to your letter of 7 June 2019. 

As you acknowledge we have provided an update (6 June) on the matters raised at the last 
Joint Steering Group meeting on 28 May 2019 and we note the further concerns listed in 
your letter of 7 June. 

We have copied the 20 concerns below and provide our response to each. 

1. Double Swing Doors - approximately 70 double swing doors not fully operational or
reliable;

Following a successful trial of the alternative locking mechanism for double swing doors
Multiplex shall replace locks with Assa Abloy magnetic type. 50 sets are currently being
delivered to site and we await delivery of the balance. We are targeting the end of June
for all to be replaced.

2. Access Control System - access control system not fully operational or reliable;

Our understanding is that the residual issues in relation to this item are related to item no
1 (above). We expect that when replacement locking mechanisms are installed all
access control will be operational.

Multiplex will carry out a full floor by floor review when works in relation to item 1 are
complete.
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3. Lifts - push buttons not operational and significant aesthetic damage to lifts, e.g. lift’s door
at the children's entrance;

Replacement lift buttons have been installed and Schindler have been instructed to 
replace the lift door. We await final confirmation of this date from Schindler and will revert 
on receipt. NHS Lothian have agreed with BYES to allow one lift to be taken out of 
action. This will allow lift 15 door refurbishment to take place. 

4. Guardian System - evidence waited that the system is fully operational for proper
protection of all NHSL staff;

The staff attack system was fully commissioned and demonstrated with training carried 
out at each of the super user training sessions. We understand that on a recent visit from 
Static Systems that network connectivity issues were identified, and these were 
communicated to NHSL. It appears that patch leads had been incorrectly 
removed.  Multiplex requested a combined review with Boston Networks and NHS 
Lothian to understand why patch leads had been incorrectly removed.   

5. Water Management (including replacement of Kemper valves and expansion vessel
works) - we assume all tests and satisfactory results will be available to the Board prior to
Hospital opening, please confirm;

Water system microbiological testing has now received satisfactory results, and these 
have been shared with NHSL. 

Multiplex noted during the general water system maintenance that some of the hot water 
end of line temperatures were not as high as we would have anticipated given the low 
demand (despite achieving the required 55 degrees). After discussion with the 
manufacturer regarding the thermal balancing valves they provided a solution by 
replacing the end of line valves with an alternative valve. This work has now been 
completed and the temperature checks are now being carried and a report will be 
provided in due course. 

Remedial works to the expansion vessels (3off) is scheduled for 20 and 21 June. 

6. Oil feed to boiler unable to run on oil. This is a significant issue which has a material
impact on the safe opening of the Hospital. We require assurance this is being
urgently addressed and will be complete before opening;

Multiplex has ordered the required pressure switch. Oil pipe works commenced on 11 
June 2019. Final commissioning is expected week commencing 17 June 2019, Bosch 
confirmation is awaited and we will revert to NHSL on receipt. NHSL will be invited to 
witness commissioning as requested. 

7. Window restrictor - failure of window restrictors. Please confirm all window
restrictors will operate safely for Hospital opening, and there are no health and
safety issues;

Multiplex believe these have been forced rather than failed. However, Multiplex is 
undertaking a site review and shall replace any that have been damaged. 
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8. HAI-SCRIBE/ Infection Control - implementation of actions from HAI-SCRIBE visit;

Works are ongoing and a full builders work review will be completed by 28 June 2019.
HAI Scribe requirements for Water and Ventilation systems are addressed in items 5
and 14.

9. Snagging - demonstrate evidence that all Snagging Items are being attended to
and those that were marked as "closed" in error, have been revisited and re-
verified;

Snagging review is progressing with all incorrectly closed items being rectified. Multiplex
will provide a report on this matter.

10. Fire issues (e.g. Gaps in Fire· Doors and the high level vents in the atrium) - we
understand work is continuing on all fire issues. Please confirm all necessary
works will be completed prior to Hospital opening;

Door review is ongoing and will be completed prior to Hospital opening. The issue
identified with high level vents in the atrium has been clarified and will be remedied w/c
17 June.

11. Board Operational Changes - all those essential to Hospital opening to be
implemented by IHSL/Bouygues prior to Hospital opening;

IHSL/Bouygues have provided a Variation Project Tracker in the monthly report
submitted on 10 June. NHSL Contract Manager has undertaken to review this and
identify those Operational Changes that are essential to Hospital opening. These
will be progressed jointly.

12. CT Scanner Room – overheating problem, temporary cooling currently being
provided to enable commissioning of CT equipment. Please confirm that you will
install permanent cooling solution to meet cooling requirements prior to Hospital
opening:

Infrastructure works are progressing and additional FCU’s are being manufactured, on
target to complete 3 July 2019. Commissioning of imaging equipment with temporary
cooling in place commenced 12 June 2019.

13. Excessive temperature in all heat stations – Project Co currently installing
mineral fibre insulation as a mitigation measure – Project Co to confirm they will
resolve the overheating issue prior to opening;

Insulation work is almost complete, data loggers will be installed to monitor the room
temperatures following remedial works. Interim data should be available by 21 June
however full results will take a further week.
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14. Independent validation of critical ventilation systems in a number of clinical
areas (Theatres, Imaging, Critical Care and all Isolation Rooms) - ensure all
Project Co works are completed to allow independent validation to take place,
including ZUTEC 20779 that had been closed by IHSL/MPX in error;

Theatre works are complete with the exception of the fire door review which will be
completed as a priority item by 12 June 2019.

Zutec Item 20779, the gap between the duct and concrete has now been plated. This
item is now confirmed closed.

The IOMRI room and adjacent theatre pressure cascade still requires to be set up in
conjunction with NHSL fit out contractor. We await their final air balancing figures to allow
the joint works to be completed.

15. Dishwasher power supplies - single phase has been installed rather than the
required three phase. Please confirm the three phase power supply works will be
completed prior to Hospital opening;

These works are ongoing and will be completed week commencing 17 June 2019.

Multiplex are unable to install the associated dosing units as these cannot be located. All
parties are checking for evidence of delivery / receipt.

16. IPS cupboard within Critical Care Department overheating - fire door has been
left open with a sticker stating, "do not close", please confirm it is safe to close
the door and there are no overheating issues;

The door to this room can be closed.

A data logger had been installed within the room to monitor the room’s temperature,
results now being reviewed and will be shared shortly.

17. Audiology worktops - worktops are not yet installed in the two audiology control
rooms;

These are ordered and will be fitted prior to Hospital opening.

18. Medical Gases repeater panel - no panel in a manned 24 hour area;

Multiplex advise that a repeater panel can be installed in the Emergency Department
(exact location to be agreed). This will take approximately 3 weeks to complete from the
date of agreement from NHS Lothian.

Multiplex noted in August 2018 regarding the hospital facility not making allowance for a
24 hour manned security location. NHS Lothian advised that these alarms would be sent
to Lauriston Building in order for the facility to comply with SHTM. Multiplex understood
this item would be actioned by NHSL.
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F.A.O: Mr. Wallace Weir 
IHSL Lothian Ltd 
13 Queens Road 
Aberdeen 
Scotland 
AB15 4YL 

13th May 2019 

By- e-mail 

Dear Wallace, 

RE: RHCYP, DCN & CAMHS Water Systems 

Without Prejudice  

We refer to your letter of the 12th June 2019 in relation to the above and our related emails and conversation 
with Mr Templeton of Dalmore Capital of the same date.  

We have attempted to structure this letter to acknowledge your letter of the 12th June and the comments 
received from Mr Templeton on the same date via email.  

1. With regard to your letter received yesterday and for the avoidance of doubt I would like to make
it abundantly clear that Bouygues Energies and Services (BYES) have never attempted to, nor
wanted to, distance themselves from their obligations in delivering services to the site since the
handover of the facility on the 22nd February 2019.

a) There are however a unique set of circumstances around the domestic water systems,
notwithstanding the issues around SA1, that have been known to both IHSL and their
Construction Contractor during numerous meetings with BYES since the latter end of 2018
that led to the Construction Contractor retaining responsibility for these systems to date.

2. Further to the email received from Mr Templeton on the morning of the 12th June we have
analysed all the data available to us and feel that some of the observations, probably due to a lack
of accurate and relevant information, are somewhat flawed examples of which are;

a) There appears to be no acknowledgment that in the lead up to the handover of the facility
on the 22nd February the BYES Authorising Engineer (AE), Mr D Wilson of Multiplex & Mr
R Brown of IHSL agreed at meetings that the responsibility of the system should remain
with Multiplex until the system was in compliant state to be handed over to BYES.
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2

This email is privileged information and confidential to . However, the employer/company reserves the right to monitor the 
content of the message and any reply sent back. Should you receive it in error, it must not be copied, distributed or used in any way but should be 
immediately destroyed. I would appreciate it if you could notify me if you have received this in error.  

Currie & Brown UK Ltd. Registered in England & Wales, No: 1300409. Registered office: 40 Holborn Viaduct, London, EC1N 2PB. 
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SCOTTISH HOSPITALS INQUIRY 
Hearing commencing 26 February 2024 

Bundle 5 – Documentation relating to Commissioning and Testing Prior to the 
Instruction of IOM 

A46291723
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